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A B S TR ACT
Informal settlements are present in many hazardous locations around the globe, and their
inhabitants usually represent the most vulnerable segment of the population. Therefore,
when a disaster occurs, they are usually the most affected. Their vulnerability can be
understood in terms of a lack of community resilience, with lack or absence of resources
to cope with the disaster. In addition, when the landscape is not resilient, the negative
effects are even greater. Desert landscapes, like the Atacama Desert, have very low
resilience, being environmentally very vulnerable, with sensitive ecosystems, where even
minimal changes can cause major disruptions.
On March 2015, and again on May 2017, Atacama was affected by an unusual hydro meteorological event, causing intensive precipitation in a short period of time that prompted
a flood along the Copiapó River valley. The flood uncovered existing risks that had not
been adequately managed, making the inhabitants of informal settlements even more
vulnerable. While a lot has been done about flood preventive design, informal settlements are often not addressed directly because of confronting political issues. It may be
argued that informal settlements are illegal and they should be eradicated, however their
presence responds to a societal issue of inequality that cannot be ignored. Since informal
settlements are a reality, it is important to address them in their current state, regardless of other long-term strategies of eradication and relocation. Taking into consideration
the proliferation of these settlements around the world, and how its inhabitants cope
and adapt to floods, it is relevant to reflect on the knowledge coming from them. This
research attempts to explore the potential contributions of local knowledge from informal
settlers for landscape design towards flood mitigation, recognizing the complexities of
working with informality, uncertainty and the ephemeral.
Keywords: informal settlements, floods, resilience, vulnerability
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Chapter 1

1 I N T R O D UC T I O N
have shaken inhabitants perception of risk, and enriched their

1.1 INFORMAL SETTLEMENTS IN
HAZARDSCAPES

local knowledge. They have also posed the concern about
informal settlements within a hazardscape, and the need for
a resilient approach for desert landscape design that capi-

Informal settlements are present in many hazardous locations around the globe, among them; rivers and floodplains

talizes on that local knowledge instead on just focusing on
technical aspects.

are some of the most common. These inhabitants usually
represent the most vulnerable segment of the population,
therefore, when a disaster occurs, they are the most affected
(Bouwer et al. 2007; De Risi, 2013), which could increase
in the future due to climate change. That vulnerability can
be understood in terms of a lack of community resilience,
with lack or absence of resources to cope with the disaster.
In addition, when the landscape is not resilient, the negative
effects are even greater. Desert landscapes are environmentally very vulnerable, with sensitive ecosystems, where even
minimal changes can cause major disruptions. They are one
of the most extreme examples of a landscape with low resilience.
The Atacama Desert is one of those examples. In Atacama,
informal settlements are located along one of the three rivers that cross the region from east to west. Moreover, the
Copiapó River valley, an area historically attractive for agriculture and mining activities, gathers the majority of those
informal settlements, and it presents the most shortcomings
in terms of planning, prompting informal and unplanned urban growth.
In this area, disasters such as floods and mudflows are infrequent, so for many inhabitants - especially the young and
foreigners -, these are not part of their collective imagination
and shared experience, and yet destructive as in the 2015
flood that affected the North of Chile. For informal settlers
in the area, this unawareness towards flood risk, along with
their limited resources, led them to settle in hazardous locations. It also hindered their capacity to cope with floods, rendering them particularly vulnerable. Nevertheless, the temporary and improvised actions of informal settlers have been
shaping cities and towns along the coast and the riverscape
for decades in an environmentally vulnerable desert landscape. Recent floods in the area and their devastating effects
2

This research aims to explore the potential of local knowledge from informal settlers for landscape design towards
flood safety in the Copiapó River valley. The results from the
research and design process show the impact of local knowledge and community-based actions for a resilient ravinescape design within the larger Copiapó riverscape.

INTRODUCTION

1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT, KNOWLEDGE
GAP & DESIGN ASSIGNMENT

ly, the purpose of this thesis it to explore the potential use of
local knowledge for landscape design towards flood safety.
In line with the thesis purpose, the main objectives are: (1) to

The problem that I address in this thesis is the lack of local
knowledge use in decision-making and planning processes for
flood safety, particularly the knowledge from informal settlers. Since this is a landscape architecture thesis, the focus
is on landscape design for flood safety.

identify and analyze local knowledge from informal settlers;
(2) to use that knowledge to design an intervention that mitigates the impacts of floods; (3) to evaluate the possible impacts of such design overtime; and (4) to elaborate guidelines
and flood safety recommendations for the actions of informal
settlers and actors involved in decision-making processes.

On March 2015, floods and mudflows affected part of the
Chilean Desert. While floods have occurred in the area in
past decades, this event was particularly damaging. Urban
and rural dwellers of floodplains and ravines experienced
the destruction of their homes, and entire settlements had
to be rebuilt or relocated. After the initial emergency relief

In specific, the design assignment is to create a flood mitigating landscape design based on local knowledge, in the floodprone case study area, that deals with informality and uncertainty. In order to reach the objectives and the overall thesis
purpose, the design question that this thesis explores is:

efforts, the government adopted a technocratic approach towards flood safety, based on infrastructure such as dams,
retention walls, and river canalization. While some of these

DESIGN QUESTION DQ

works were necessary, they treated landscape design as an

DQ. Which design interventions derived from the knowl-

aesthetical solution instead of a complementary aspect and

edge of informal settlers can mitigate the impact of floods?

neglected to recognize local knowledge. Nevertheless, a disaster such as this one can also be seen as an opportunity

To answer this, two research questions are addressed:

for transformation (Warner, 2017). This transformation can
be driven by multiple and different actors, but I argue that
RESEARCH QUESTIONS RQ

informal settlers – one of the main driving forces for urban
growth in the area – could contribute to rethink the way this

RQ1 Why do informal settlers

RQ2 How are informal settlers

landscape is conceived and how flood risks are dealt with.

dwell in hazardous locations?

coping with flood risk in desert
areas?

Informal settlers are the producers of a particular kind of
local knowledge, influenced by their informal condition, but
this knowledge is not taken into account for decision-making processes bigger than the informal settlement itself. I
propose to base a flood mitigating landscape design on local knowledge from informal settlers, contributing to close
the knowledge gap between expert and local knowledge for

Once these research questions are answer, the resulting design guidelines are applied to a site design, part of regional
approach towards flood safety. The design answers the main
design question and allows for a final discussion and recommendations.

flood safety in Chilean Desert areas. This thesis along with
my personal ¬background could contribute providing a more
comprehensive view about the issues at hand, including technical, natural and societal aspects, for the application of local
knowledge and landscape architecture as a tool for flood risk
reduction.
3
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Based on the problem and knowledge gap outlined previous-

1.3 CASE STUDY: COPIAPÓ RIVER
VALLEY IN CHILEAN DESERT
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I chose the Copiapó River valley as the case study. This
choice was partly a consequence of my personal fascination
with Northern Chile’s extreme landscape, and the resilience
of its people who settle in a seemingly hostile environment.
Through this fascination I discovered the nuance of the desert
landscape, and came across the familiar phenomenon of informal settlements, locally called “camps” or “tomas”.
As introduced in the previous section, in 2015 there was a
flood and mudflow that affected a significant part of the
Chilean Desert, including the regions of Antofagasta, Atacama
and Coquimbo (Figure 1). The Copiapó River valley, located
in the Atacama region, was one of the most affected areas.
Not only that, but it harbors some of the most vulnerable
inhabitants, with 44 informal settlements, of the 62 existing
Figure 1. Location of the Copiapó River watershed in Chile
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in the region (Miranda, 2018). These informal settlers are an
important force shaping urban growth in the valley, by col-

1.4 THESIS OUTLINE

onizing the river, ravines and other inhabited areas for their
improvised dwellings.

Chapter 1 has introduced the topic of this research, the
problem and knowledge gap, and the choice of case study.

In addition, this area suffer from increasing pressures over

Chapter 2 will theoretically frame the research, providing

the water resource, not only because of urban growth, but

the theories and concepts that make up the base knowledge.

also because of intensive mining and agriculture activities,

Chapter 3 introduces the methods that are used to conduct

in an already water scarce area. However water supply is

the research, as part of an initial research for design process,

determined by water rights systems, with no integrated wa-

and subsequent research through design process. Following a

tershed management that takes into account the conditions

research for design process, Chapter 4 serves to analyze the

of the complete watershed and not just the needs of inter-

historical and regional context of the Copiapó River valley,

ested parties.

identifying possible flood-prone areas, where vulnerability
and a hazardscape meet. It is expected that the most vulner-

Within the Copiapó River valley, the township of Tierra Am-

able areas where informal settlements are located. Chapter 5

arilla is particularly conflictive, since the municipality cur-

on revealing local knowledge, details the different phases for

rently has no local planning instrument, which facilitates un-

the retrieval of local knowledge, and how those are decanted

planned urban growth. All of the above mentioned contributes

into resilience capacities, that serve as a starting point for re-

to the likelihood of the occurrence of a flood disaster, such

silience models. Following a research through design process,

as the one in 2015.

Chapter 6 explores and evaluates the resilience models. The
result of that evaluation is translated into design principles.

All of the aspects mentioned above support the use of this as

Chapter 7 starts with the definition of a regional approach,

the case study. Based on the work of Stake (1995) this is an

and focuses on a site design along a ravine, emphasizing and

instrumental case study that contributes to provide a deep-

detailing certain areas of interest. The design is tested ac-

er understanding about the use of local knowledge for flood

cording to the local knowledge revealed in Chapter 5, and

safety in landscape design.

modified when necessary. Finally Chapter 8 summarizes
the conclusions from the research and design processes, including a discussion about the most significant findings. This
chapter finishes with a series of recommendations for informal settlers and actors involved in decision-making, regarding
flood safety in landscape architecture.

5

Chapter 2

2 T H EOR IES & CO N C E P T S
In this chapter I engage with the main theories that support
this thesis, and the concepts relevant for the research and
design process. Borrowing from the social sciences, ecology
and disaster studies, I first outline the theories of vulnerability and resilience, followed by the hazardscape concept. Later,

VULNERABILIT Y

HAZARDSCAPE

I outline disaster theory and how the previous theories and
concepts come to place. Finally, I introduce the conceptual
framework that defines a resilient approach towards disasters.

DIS

ASTERS

2.1 VULNERABILITY & RESILIENCE
There are multiple theories about vulnerability with different
focus: the identification of different dimensions of vulnerability (Wilches-Chaux, 1989); the definition of vulnerability

FLO O D S

in terms of exposure to shocks, inadequate capacity to cope
with them, and the potentiality to recover (Bohle et al., 1994);
the understanding of vulnerability as the susceptibility to
damage in case of a destabilizing event (Cardona, 2004); the
understanding of social vulnerability in terms of a differential
impact to people according to their characteristics (Cannon et
al., 2003); vulnerability influenced by the agency of individuals in the social system (Hilhorst, 2004); vulnerability and
resilience as separate but linked terms (Cutter et al., 2008);
and vulnerability as the progression of root causes, dynamic
pressures, and unsafe conditions (Blaikie et al, 2014).
These last three theories understand vulnerability towards
disasters in the context of political and socio-economic sys-

PROACTIVE
APPROACH

tems, while recognizing the role of individuals as active subjects in those systems, capable of processing change and
cope with it. In this context, exposure to risk has both a material and immaterial aspect. It can refer to spatial exposure,
such as proximity to a risk area, but also, for example, to social exposure, such as exclusion from a social network (Birkmann 2006; Bohle et al., 1994, Cannon et al., 2003; as cited

PRE VE NTIVE

ADAPTIVE

by Engel, 2016). The latter is especially relevant because it
recognizes the importance of social networks and its direct

RE S IL IE NT L ANDS CAPE

impact in vulnerability. In addition, individual’s vulnerability
is also measure by their capacity to cope with disasters. The
term cope refers to all approaches towards disasters, including both active and passive. “Coping is the manner in which
6
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people act within the limits of existing resources and range
of expectations to achieve various ends” (Blaikie et al., 2014,

2.2 HAZARDSCAPE

p.113). Chambers’ (1989) work proposes that coping strat-

The term hazardscape is used in disaster studies to empha-

egies vary according to factors such as location and social

size the spatial component of hazards. Mustafa (2005, 2013)

group, adding that people who are in vulnerable situations

introduces the concept of hazardscapes as “ an analytical

generally become more adaptable, when faced with the im-

way of seeing, which asserts power, and a social space

possibility of reducing the risk they are exposed to.

where the gaze of power is contested and struggled against
to produce the lived reality of hazardous places” (Mustafa,

Although these theories address varied aspects an scales of

2013, p.68). He argues that hazardscapes are both material

vulnerability, I find necessary to specifically address land-

and discursive, emphasizing hazardousness as part of every-

scape vulnerability, as it relates directly with the field in

day life and embracing uncertainty. Collins (2009) adds to

which this thesis is developed. Landscape vulnerability, as

this understanding by focusing on the dynamics behind the

defined by Pavlickova et al. (2015) depends on landscape

“formation, representation, and transformation of risk” (Col-

ecological stability, which “is reflected by minimal change

lins, 2009, p.590), which produce differentiated risk for cer-

under the effects of disturbance or by spontaneous return

tain groups of people, according to their vulnerability. Both

to its initial state or to its original development trajectory”.

the concept of hazardscape, and vulnerability theory are the

(Pavlickova et al.,2015, p.75)

basis to understand the theory about disasters, and how they
are socially produced.

Resilience has many definitions, going back as far as 1973
with Holling’s ecological definition of the resilience of an eco-

2.3 DISASTERS

system and its ability to absorb changes (Mayunga, 2007).
More recent definitions include resilience as the ability to

“[A disaster is] a serious disruption of the functioning of a

cope or adapt to hazard stress (Pelling, 2003), and resilience

community or a society involving widespread human, mate-

as the capacity for re-organization and development, recog-

rial, economic or environmental losses and impacts, which

nizing the relevant role of individuals and their actions on a

exceeds the ability of the affected community or society to

local scale (Folke, 2016). In recent years, Pelling (2010) has

cope using its own resources” (UN/ISDR, 2009)

focused on transformation over resilience, seeing resilience
as an attempt to “bounce back” to a previous state, and ad-

There is a “society-environment misfit: people settle in ex-

vocating for challenge instead of coping. I disagree with this

posed environments” (Warner, 2017) forming hazardscapes.

view and instead adhere to Folke’s (2016) view on resilience.

When vulnerability is also involved, the result is the produc-

He defines a resilient approach as one under constant change

tion of a disaster (Blaikie et al. 2014). As Oliver-Smith (2004)

and improvement that is both innovative and transformative.

points out, disasters are socially produced: power relations

Moreover, transformation relates to a critical view and as-

shape social processes producing inequalities and different

sessment, and pushes for the redesign of strategies to deal

degrees of exposure to risk, rendering some people more vul-

with disasters. To recap, vulnerability is defined by individuals

nerable to disasters than others.

and the society where they belong to, and resilience defines
a proactive, dynamic and critical approach that defies vul-

Disasters can be conceptualized in phases where it is pos-

nerability.

sible to identify a pre-event, event/impact, and post-event
phases (Houston, 2015), involving the activities of preparedness, response, recovery, and mitigation respectively (Lin
7

Moe & Pathranarakul, 2006). As a researcher, I am interested
in the pre-event phase, that involves a proactive approach
towards floods, with disaster-coping strategies that aim to
increase the resilience of the community and the landscape
by constantly dealing with complex system dynamics and
uncertainty (Folke, 2016).

2.4 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
I developed a conceptual framework drawing on Few’s theory (2003), by identifying two main proactive approaches for
resilience toward floods: (a) Prevention of the spread and
penetration of floodwaters through physical means; and (b)
Adaptation, by reducing negative effects from floodwaters.
Additional literature (Thomas & Nisbet, 2007; Disse & Engel,
2001; Thieken et al., 2005; Thieken et al., 2007, Mukheibir,
2006; Bubeck et al., 2013; Lin Moe & Pathranarakul, 2006)
provides specific coping strategies for flood safety in different
societies and landscapes. I translated these coping strategies
into coping typologies, as outlined on figure 3. They define a
particular relationship with a proactive flood approach (preventive or adaptive) and who implements it (individual or society). This set of agents, concepts and relationships defines
the conceptual framework for this thesis, that allows for a
resilient approach towards flood safety. In chapter 5 on Revealing local knowledge towards flood safety, this conceptual framework will be used as the basis to code and analyze
local knowledge.

Risk awareness
Water retention increase
Building technology
Building use adaptation

Flood defense tech.
Nature-based protection
Diversification of use

ADAPTIVE

Figure 3. Conceptual framework
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3 ME T H O D S
papers that were part of the references of the original litera-

question, this research uses two distinctive strategies that

ture. Later, I analyzed the content of the literature in order to

define two types of processes: research for design (RFD) and

(1) identify significant ideas - coping strategies - and then (2)

research through design (RTD). RFD is a strategy that allows

categorize them (Negura, 2006) into coping typologies, that

collecting the base knowledge needed to start the design pro-

allow operationalizing resilience capacities regarding floods

cess, improving the design quality and its reliability (Lenzhol-

(Table 1).

zer et al., 2013). In this thesis, RFD consists in a literature
review on existing theories and concepts, and fieldwork at

Although resilience is a widely used concept and there are

the case study area to retrieve local knowledge. RTD on the

several theories that approach it, the use of literature review

other hand, is a strategy where designing is employed as

as a research method, contributes to provide a theoretical

a research method (Lenzholzer et al., 2013). In this thesis,

background, and establish a link between this research and

RTD consists in the use of models to test different design

the existing body of knowledge regarding this topic, integrat-

approaches and the creation of a flood mitigating landscape

ing the findings of this thesis into it (Kumar et al., 2005). The

design for the case study based on the selected approach.

remaining literature that was not included during the opera-

By doing so, I am able to translate local knowledge into a

tionalization of resilience capacities was used to provide spe-

landscape design, reflect on the findings, and give back the

cific insigh into relevant topics that were not sufficiently cov-

knowledge to the community in the form of alternative vi-

ered during the interviews but nevertheless are relevant for

sions for their landscape and recommendations.

the research (i.e. technical characterization of recent floods in
the case study area, landscape characteristics such as geo-

3.1 RESEARCH FOR DESIGN (RFD)

morphology, vegetation and hydrology).

The process of RFD follows a deductive mixed-methods ap-

3.1.2

Semi-structured interviews

proach in which I set out “to test whether data are consistent
with prior assumptions, theories, or hypotheses identified or

I conducted a series of semi-structured interviews with in-

constructed” (Thomas, 2006, p.238). It involves the methods

habitants of the Copiapó River valley between December

of literature review, semi-structured interviews and non-par-

2017 and January 2018. The information retrieved from

ticipant observation. Literature review was used to establish

these interviews was used to provide this thesis with a body

the base categories for the retrieval of local knowledge, while

of local knowledge regarding flood safety. Semi-structured

semi-structured interviews and non-participant observations

interviews have some limitations though, such as its depend-

were used to retrieve the local knowledge. By doing so, I

ability on the ability of the interviewer to obtain relevant re-

answer the questions about the drivers behind settlements in

sults (Qu et al., 2011). Nevertheless, I chose the method be-

hazardous locations (RQ1) and flood-coping strategies (RQ2).

cause it provided a more in-depth knowledge about the case
study, and flexibility to address specific aspects of a topic

3.1.1

Literature review

that were discovered during the interviews. “[The semi-structured interview] it is flexible, accessible, intelligible and,

I conducted a systematic search of indexed papers on the

more important, capable of disclosing important and often

search engines Google Scholar and Web of Science. The key-

hidden facets of human and organizational behavior” (Qu et

words were: informal settlements, local knowledge, flood,

al., 2011, p.246).

vulnerability, resilience, and a combination of them. In addition I conducted a search of each one of these keywords

In total, 24 interviews were conducted and recorded (audio).

plus the word Chile, to have access to relevant literature to

The interviewees were divided into informal settlers (abrevi-

this particular case study. Additionally, I reviewed relevant

ations 1a to 15a), and formal settlers (abreviations 1b to 9b).
9
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To answer the research questions and ultimately the design

Chapter 3

METHODS

Table 1. Proactive coping strategies from literature and their thematic categorization
Strategy

Source

Typology

Floodplain woodlands

Thomas et al., 2007

Nature-based protection

Prevention of soil erosion

Nature-based protection

Relocation of settlements

Diversification of use

Livelihood diversification

Few, 2003

Diversification of use

Flod adapting land use

Disse et al., 2001

Diversification of use

Improving building stability

Thieken et al., 2005

Building technology

Flood-resistant materials

Thieken et al., 2005

Building technology

Construction of houses on plinths

Few, 2003

Building technology

Backflow protection

Thieken et al., 2005

Building technology

Protect the building against inflowing water

Thieken et al., 2005

Building technology

Fixed or mobile flood barriers

Thieken et al., 2005

Flood defence technology

Maintenance & strengthen of dykes

Disse et al., 2001

Flood defence technology

Construction of storm water drainage

Mukheibir et al., 2006

Flood defence technology

Deployment of mobile flood barriers

Bubeck et al., 2013

Flood defence technology

Disaster prediction & warning

Mukheibir et al., 2006

Risk awareness

Flood education & knowledge

Lin Moe et al., 2006

Risk awareness

Information management or database system

Risk awareness

Increase flood awareness

Risk awareness

Risk mapping

Disse et al., 2001

Increase retention at source

Water retention increase
Water retention increase

Increase water retention in the catchment

Disse et al., 2001

Water retention increase

Restoration of riparian ecosystem

Disse et al., 2001

Water retention increase

Reactivation of inundation areas

Disse et al., 2001

Water retention increase

Extensification of agriculture

Disse et al., 2001

Water retention increase

Promotion of nature afforestation

Disse et al., 2001

Water retention increase

Descaling

Disse et al., 2001

Water retention increase

Technology for flood retention

Disse et al., 2001

Water retention increase

Relocation of belongings

Few, 2003

Adaptation of building use

Flood-adapted building use

Thieken et al., 2005

Adaptation of building use

Avoid expensive items in flood-prone storeys

Thieken et al., 2005

Adaptation of building use

Initially, the interviews to informal settlers were going to be

interview process.

conducted exclusively at the Luis Uribe camp in the town of

In order to adapt to the new circumstances, the sampling of

Tierra Amarilla, following a purposive sampling.

the interviewees was adjusted, replacing purposive sampling
for snowballing sampling, facilitating the data collection pro-

However, the first set back was the impossibility of sched-

cess. After conducting 8 interviews, I realized that the data

uling an interview before reaching the site. Therefore, once

was starting to become repetitive, and there were no new

at the case study area, I managed to make the first contact

flood coping strategies. This might be due to the fact that this

with an informal settler, who in turn introduced me to the

particular settlement was not severely affected by recent

neighbors. This caused a minor delay in the beginning of the

floods, so flood coping strategies were limited. Interviewees

10
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Formal settlers were chosen according to their specific

ros as one of the most affected places in the valley. Follow-

knowledge and position in a relevant organization. The sam-

ing this new information, I decided to make a second adjust-

pling method is expert sampling (Table 2). I conducted 9

ment in the interview process, and conduct interviews in two

interviews to formal settlers that were schedule via email

sites: Luis Uribe and Raul Silva Henriquez camps. The same

(non-governmental organizations) or via a public online plat-

sampling technique and protocol (Se apendix x) was used to

form (governmental organizations). The interviews took place

conduct the interviews in the second location. In total, 15 in-

at the interviewee’s place of work, and the length was ap-

terviews were conducted to informal settlers at their homes,

proximately 1 hour. Every interviewee addresses the ques-

involving 17 interviewees, because in two occasions, while

tions both as an expert and as a formal settler of the Copiapó

conducting the interview to one member of the household, a

River valley. The only interview conducted outside the case

second member added to the interview. By interviewing infor-

study area was the one with the expert from TECHO, which

mal settlers at their homes, I was able to get an intimate un-

took place in Santiago at their central office, because the

derstanding of their living situation. It also allowed for more

organization didn’t have an available expert at their regional

candid and longer interviews of up to 2 hours. In addition

office. The interviews were analyzed using a content analy-

every interviewee was photographed in front of his/her house.

sis method, according to the knowledge interest defined on

Luis Uribe is a multiethnic camp, harboring people from five

table 2.

different nationalities: Chilean, Peruvian, Bolivian, Colombian
and Dominican. The interviewees belong to all these national-

Interviews were conducted in Spanish, and I provided the

ities, except Peruvians. It is relevant to note that interviewee

translations when necessary. The original transcripts in Span-

1a is also the head of the neighborhood committee. Because

ish were used during the first coding iteration, but the codes

of its unique position, this interviewee was key to understand

were defined in English. By doing so, the risk of mistranslat-

social dynamics both within the camp and between the camp

ing is decreased, and the possible biase of the researcher is

and authorities.

minimized and limited only to the coding exercise.

Table 2. Formal settlers knowledge interest according to the organization they belong to
Code

Organization

Description

Specific knowledge interest

7b

Planning Secretariat (SECPLA) -

Planning office part of the local government

Local policies regarding planning

Municipality of Tierra Amarilla
8b-9b Local water board
(Junta Vigilancia Río Copiapó JVRC)
4b

and camps
Organization of individuals & communities with Overview of the water managewater rights over the Copiapó River & afluents

ment issues along the valley

Asociation of Agriculture Producers & Local organization of individuals and companies Overview of the agriculture issues
Exporters of the Copiapó valley (APECO)

involved in agriculture

along the valley

5b

Regional adviser - Regional Government

Politician elected by the public

Regional planning policies

2b

Planning office - Ministry of Public Works Office overviewing planning processes for future Overview of infrastructure projects
(MOP)

3b

for flood mitigation

Camp program - Ministry of Housing and Office overviewing the re-settlement or consoli- Formal strategies to deal with inUrbanism (MINVU)

6b

infrastructure projects

dation of existing camps in the region

formal settlers & their vulnerability

National Emergency Office (ONEMI) - Office involved in the planning and implemen- Overview of emergency planning
Ministry of Interior and Public Safety

tation of safety measures in case of disasters, for flood safety
including warnings

1b

TECHO

Non-profit Latin American organization dealing Informal settlement’s dynamics in
with informal settlements across the continent the North of Chile
(research and practice)
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continuously mentioned Raul Silva Henríquez camp in Los Lo-
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3.1.3

Non-participant observation

obtained from qualitative research methods regarding flood
coping strategies, vulnerability aspects and the influence of

Non-participant observation of the informal settlements and

inhabitants in natural processes along the watershed, as part

surroundings, provides confirmation of the strategies men-

of a hazardscape.

tioned during the interviews, and deepens the understanding
of the impact of informal settlements on a landscape scale.

Table 3. Coding categories and techniques

I walked in and around the informal settlements, at different

Category

Sub-category

Coding technique

times of the day, both during weekdays and weekends in

Vulnerability

Human dimension

Holistic coding

December 2017 and January 2018. I photographed individual

Human / Society relationship

houses, streets and surroundings, focusing on the natural and

Human / Nature relationship

built environment over the inhabitants themselves, since that

Hazardscape Spatial configuration

was covered during the interview process. I systematically

Landscape Issues

analyzed the photographs resulting from the observation pro-

Social Issues

cess following a visual content analysis, by identifying the

Utopias

Holistic coding

Land reclamation for public use Holistic coding
Sustainable development

visual representations of flood coping strategies and highlighting them in each image. Each flood coping strategy was

Resilience

Adaptive

Descriptive

named so it could be later on included in the coding process

capacities

Preventive

coding

along with the data retrieved from the interviews.
3.1.4

Coding

The interviews were analyzed using the thematic content

Interview

analysis method. In order to do that, I first transcribed and

transcripts

read the interviews. Then, I color-coded them into three main
categories: vulnerability, hazardscape, and resilience capacities. These categories are derived from the theoretical framework, and help to classify and make sense of local knowl-

Categories

edge. Still, these categories were too broad, so I conducted a
second coding round to refine the result. This resulted in an
extensive list of codes that proved too specific. At this point I
added a new category named “utopias”, which comprehends

1st codes

all the codes that refer to dreams and expectations of settlers about the landscape they inhabit. Finally, a third round
allowed for a middle ground: sub-categories that refer to specific aspects but that are broad enough to encompass several
different codes (Table 3, Figure 4). These results serve as the

Subcategories

basis for the resilience models of the next phase, by conforming different resilience approaches based on local knowledge.
The research will be validated using triangulation to compare

Final codes

and combine the findings obtained from different methods.
The use of this strategy intends to strengthen the findings
Figure 4. Coding process overview
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3.2 RESEARCH THROUGH DESIGN (RTD)
The RTD process sets out to explore design alternatives to improve flood safety. First, I created and evaluated basic design
alternatives, in order to test the different resilience approaches from the RFD phase. The evaluation is based on three categories that I define according to the theoretical framework, in
which disasters are understood as socially produced within a
hazardscape. Those categories are flood safety, nature value,

answers the design question (DQ) about locally based flood
mitigating design interventions. Further reflection upon this
design and the overall RFD and RTD processes, results in a set
of recommendations for informal settlers and actors involved
in decision-making processes.
Figure 5 shows an overview of the research for design and
research through design processes, and how they connect
with each other.

and socio-economic value.
Flood safety refers to the primary evaluation aspect, and it
relates to the purpose of the design. It comprises two measures that mainly tackle flood safety. Those are: risk exposure
decrease, and flood protection.
Nature value is a secondary evaluation aspect that includes
desert scrubland restoration, and water collecting. The main
contribution of these sub-categories is their nature value,
nevertheless they also impact flood safety, and contribute to
solve the landscape issues raised during the data coding and
analysis phase.
Socio-economic value is a broad category that for the purpose of this research is summarized into two sub-categories:
public nature areas, and local economy diversification. These
sub-categories relate to both individual and a societal scale,
respectively, and contribute to solve the social issues raised
during the data coding and analysis phase.
The result of this evaluation is summarized into design principles. These design principles, together with a landscape
analysis of the Chilean Desert landscape, are used to define a
regional approach for the Copiapó River valley. In turn, the regional approach works as a frame for a site design. This part
of the process relies heavily on constant sketching at a local
and medium scale, supported mainly by the local knowledge
retrieved previously, along with the review of relevant reference projects and technical data (i.e. topography, rainfall).
Followed by an iterative process of design, evaluation and
13
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modification, the final site design is completed. This design
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Semi-structured

Non-participant

Landscape

interviews

observation

analysis

coding

Literature review

Conceptual

Resilience

framework

models

RESEARCH THROUGH DESIGN

evalute &
summarize

input

RESEARCH FOR DESIGN

Design principles

evaluate & modify

Regional
approach

Discussion &
recommendations

Figure 5. Overview of methodology
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4 T H E CO P I A P Ó R I V E R VALLEY: IN FOR MALIT Y AN D FLOODS
IN A D E SE R T LA N DSC A PE
Hydrology and geomorphology

a place defined by its desert landscape, and historical and
increasing anthropogenic pressures due mainly to mining, ag-

Chile is limited on the West by the Pacific Ocean, and on

ricultural and urban growth. Informal settlements constitute

the East by the Andes, a mountain range that extends along

an important driver for the latter. In this section, I will outline

South America. Parallel to the Andes, there is the Coastal

the Copiapó River valley’s main characteristics and how they

Mountain range that works as a climatic screen, harboring

contribute to the formation of a hazardscape.

different microclimates that influence the presence and type
of vegetation, and the development of agriculture.

4.1 VULNERABLE DESERT LANDSCAPE
Pacific Ocean

Desert landscapes are a type of drylands, characterized by

Coastal plains

arid or hyper arid climate, with extremely low precipitation

Coastal mountain range

rates, and very sensitive ecosystems, vulnerable to external
disruptions. The Atacama Desert, and the Copiapó River valley

Transverse valley
Fluvial & alluvial sediments

located in it, have such a type of landscape (Figure 6).

Semi arid transition basin

Chil
e

Atacaº

ma de
sert

Andes mountain range

Figure 7. Diagram of Atacama’s main landscape elements

The distance between the two mountain ranges varies
throughout Chile, defining a central valley, but in the area
known as Norte Chico - between the parallels 27-32 app.-,
where the Atacama region is located, they come together.
In this part of the country, the main rivers that cross it from
East to West, define transverse valleys (Figure 7), with strong
presence of pediplains, glacis and piedemont. The coastal
Figure 6. Atacama desert. Image credits Solución fotográfica

area is characterized by coastal plains (see Figure 8).
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The Copiapó River valley, located in the Atacama region, is
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There are three rivers cross the Atacama region, defining the
main basins: El Salado, Copiapó, and Huasco. The Copiapó
River is the largest of them, with a surface of 18.703km2,
defining the northernmost transverse valley. The Copiapó River is fed by its afluents, Manflas, Jorquera and Pulido River. They get the water supply mainly from both the snow
ive
Salado R r

melting in the Andes during the warmer seasons, and the
occasional autumn or winter rain. In addition, there are several ravines that sporadically feed into the Copiapó River. The
most important ones are Paipote (Copiapó township) and Cerrillos ravine (Tierra Amarilla township), but there are multiple

co

Riv

considerably impact the water flow along the river.

er

Figure 8 - Geomorphological units
Legend
Active volcanic Cordillera
Cordillera prealtiplanica
Gran fosa prealtiplanica
Precordillera de Domeyko
Transverse sierras of the Andean cordillera
Pediplanos, glacis and piedemont
Pampa Austral
Coastal cliff
Cordillera de la costa (Coastal Mountain Range)
Fluvial or alluvial sedimentary plains
Marine or fluviomarine plain

PAIP OTE RAV INE

LOW-COP IAP Ó
RIV ER

Pa
cif
ic

Oc
ean

Huas

smaller ones (Figure 9) that together, during rainy years, can
er
ó Riv

Copiap

MID-COP IAP Ó
RIV ER

JORQUERA
RIV ER

P ULIDO RIV ER

MANFL AS
RIV ER

0 10

50km

Figure 9. Copiapó River watershed and sub-basins

The soil along the Copiapó River valley is mainly composed
by fluvial and alluvial sediments in areas close to the river
and ravine beds. Specifically in the town of Tierra Amarilla,
there are fluvial and alluvial deposits from the Pleistocene
and Holocene, such as gravel, sand, and silt, and alluvial fans
(figure x - aluvial fan)
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Andean Tropical Desert Scrub, Andean Mediterranean Scrub,
Interior Tropical Desert Scrub, Andean Tropical-Mediterranean

Vegetation in the area is very threatened by current anthropo-

Desert.

genic actions within this landscape (Libro Rojo de Atacama).
Taking this into consideration, I use Luebert and Pliscoff’s

Tierra Amarilla in particular, has the Interior Mediterranean

methodology (Luebert & Pliscoff, 2006) of vegetation cover

Desert Scrub (Matorral Desértico Mediterráneo Interior, where

(pisos de vegetación) to characterize the native vegetation

the dominant species are the scrubs Skytanthus acutus (Im-

of this area. They define vegetation cover as “spaces char-

age 1) and Atriplex deserticola (Image 2). Other scrubs pres-

acterized by a combination of zonal vegetation communities

ent throughout this landscape are: Encelia canescens, Fago-

with uniform structure and appearance, situated under ho-

nia chilensis, Alona rostrata, Heliotropium megalanthum, and

mogeneous meso-climatic conditions, with a specific position

Heliotropium myosotifolium. Specifically in alluvial zones, the

determined along an elevation gradient, and a specific space-

scrub Heliotropium sinuatum (Image 3) is the dominant spe-

time scale” (Luebert & Pliscoff, 2006, p.21). A vegetation cov-

cies, forming an intra-zonal community that responds to the

er can be then characterized as a vegetation formation with

particular characteristics of the soil in those areas. Similarly,

dominant species that can be identified by its visual features,

in watercourses, Acacia caven and Atriplex repana are the

such as flowers, among other aspects.

dominant species. Even though scrubs are the main type of
native vegetation, there are also several trees native to this

According to the vegetation cover definition, six types of des-

area, such as Geoffroea decorticans and Prosopis chilensis. In

ert scrubland can be found in the landscape of the Copiapó

addition, several introduced species can be found, usually in

River valley (Figure 10). Those types are: Coastal Mediter-

urban areas; and vines, as part of a productive landscape, in

ranean Desert Scrub, Interior Mediterranean Desert Scrub,

the middle part of the valley.

COPIAPÓ

Oc
ean

CALDERA

Pa
cif
ic

Figure 10. Vegetation covers within the
Copiapó River watershed
Legend

TIERRA AMARILLA

Andean Tropical-Mediterranean Desert
Andean Mediterranean Scrub
Andean Mediterranean Scrub (Adesmia aegiceras & A. subterranea)
Andean Tropical Desert Scrub
Interior mediterranean Desert scrub (Atriplex imbricata)
Interior mediterranean Desert scrub (Skytanthus acutus & Atriplex deserticola)
Interior Tropical Desert Scrub
0
Coastal Mediterranean Desert Scrub

10

50km
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Image 4. Calandrina longiscapa, commonly found in ravines

This part of the desert is also characterized by the presence
of the Desert Bloom (Desierto Florido), a phenomenon that
occurs in rainy years, usually during spring, in the months of
Image 1. Skytanthus acutus. Credits Chilebosques

September and October (Figure 11). It consists in the blossoming of multiple species, mostly endemic, in the otherwise
barren desert land (see image 5 in opposite page). Some of
the herbaceous species present in this area are Argylia radiate, Nolana baccata, Calandrinia longiscapa (Image 4),
Tetragonia copiapina and Tetragonia macrocarpa.

Image 2. Atriplex deserticola in the Interior Mediterranean Desert Scrub.
Credits Chileflora

Image 3. Heliotropium sinuatum. Credits Chileflora
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Figure 11. Location of Desert Bloom (protected area)

Image 5. Desert Bloom. Credits Hilda Miranda
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4.2 HISTORICAL CONTEXT
“But maybe humans, with the help of the great science progresses made lately, will be able to change the sad condition
of the desert? They will be able to use water courses to form
around them small vegetable gardens (“chacra”), alfalfales
and small towns?” (Philippi, 1860, p.106)
The Copiapó River valley (Image 3) extends across the Atacama region, from the Andes to the Pacific Ocean. Next to
it, is the city of Copiapó, originally known as Copayapu, a
pre-hispanic settlement, and currently the main urban center
and regional capital of Atacama. In the XVI century, due to
the Spanish conquest, this area gained importance, since it
marked the Spanish domain and was part of the mandatory
rout towards Perú.
In the XIX century, with the discovery of mineral deposits in
the region (Memoria Chilena: Portal, 2018), mining activities

Image 6. Copiapó River valley n/d. Credits National Congress library.

promoted migrations to this area, and the urban growth of the
valley. Duriung the XX century, agriculture activities contributed to this (Image 6). Later on, in 1973, a coup led by Pinochet
resulted in Chile coming under military dictatorship, which
prompted the adoption of neoliberalism as a development
strategy. The following quote summarizes this approach: ”It
[neoliberalism] abandoned the previous strategy of industrialization, thus weakening the industrial working class and the
unions based on it. It looked for growth to an expansion of
export industries and found them in mining and commercial
agriculture. It thus re-oriented the economy to international
trade” (Connell et al., 2014, p.122). The internationalization of
Chilean economy facilitated the development of agriculture
on a larger scale and the intensification of mining activities.
The dictatorship that affected the country for 17 years, alongside its neoliberal approach penetrated all layers of society,
influencing social relations, economic growth, power structures, and overall contributing to a higher inequality, all of
which contributed to the presence of vulnerability. These processes not only affected people’s livelihoods and their access
20

Image 7. Farmer in Tierra Amarilla circa 1960.
Credits Identidad Fotográfica
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noticed, and people were not aware of risks associated with

9 & 10). This transformation’s main visible features (Image

this transformation, which increases their vulnerability. The

11) are the reduction of water levels, and privatization of the

occurrence of a hazard in this context sets the scene for the

riverside, preventing inhabitants of the valley from using the

occurrence of a disaster.

riverside for recreation. It seems though, that this went un-

Image 8. Women walking on the Copiapó riverside, with the town of San Antonio on the background, circa 1915. Credits Identidad Fotográfica

Image 9 Family at the Copiapó River in Los Loros circa 1960.
Credits Identidad Fotográfica

Image 10. Copiapó River in Tres Puentes,. Credits Google Street View
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to resources, but also transformed the landscape (Images 8,

Image 11. Copiap River in Hornitos, showing mining (tailing, upper
right side) and agriculture activities. Credits Google Earth
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century, up to the 1970s, agriculture in the Copiapó River
valley consisted of small-scale farmers, with a family-based
work structure and a sustainable use of water. There was
also small-scale mining, with artisanal extraction methods.
Since 1974, there was a progressive liberalization of the

As explored in the previous section, men’s actions have been

economy during the military dictatorship (Ffrench-Davis et

impacting the desert landscape of Atacama for centuries in

al., 2001), as a consequence, during the 1980s, agroindustry

some degree. Recent anthropogenic impacts can be summa-

was established, focusing on the production of grapes for

rize in agriculture and mining activities, along with unplanned

export. This brought a new social order, with a new system

urban development.

of salaried workers and a new way to manage natural resources (Malebrán & Rodríguez, 2014). By the beginning of

Agriculture and mining

the 1990s, there was a gradual decline of agriculture, alongside the intensive growth of the mining industry. This affected

“[About mining] The invasion of the landscape… you see it

not only the exploitation of natural resources - stressing even

changes the landscape… you see where the ravines that be-

more the use of water - but also the lives of local inhabitants,

fore were part of the ventilation system of this town, now

whose livelihoods previously depended on agriculture. Never-

are artificial hills, where the sun sets two hours earlier than

theless, seasonal jobs related to agriculture are still one of

before.” (4b)

the main sources of work for informal settlers. In addition,
many trained mining workers were brought from other parts

Historically, the main economic activities in the area and main

of the country, to operate the mines, constituting an import-

sources of income have been mining (Image 12) and agricul-

ant floating population.

ture (Image 13 & 14). During the first part of the twentieth

Image 12. Edwards foundry in the limite between the townships of Tierra Amarilla & Copiapó, circa 1900. Credits Identidad Fotográfica
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4.3 ANTHROPOGENIC IMPACT:
UNPLANNED URBAN DEVELOPMENT,
AGRICULTURE AND EXTRACTIVISM
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Image 13. Women next to the pumpkin family crop circa 1922.
Credits Identidad Fotográfica

Image 14. Agricultural landscape of vines, December 2017

Agroindustry and large-scale mining (Image 15) offered new

In addition to the agricultural and extractivist activities, an

livelihood opportunities, and caused the migration of inhabi-

aspect that affects water management is the privatization of

tants from other areas, which in turn prompted the develop-

water through the rights system for water exploitation (Dere-

ment - sometimes informal - of urban areas. The Regional

chos de aprovechamiento de agua) that it began in 1981 and

Plan for Urban Development (Plan Regional de Desarrollo

continues to this date. It consists of the purchase of water

Urbano) regulates and defines land use and risk zones, but

rights by an interested party in order to make use of a cer-

serves only as a general guideline for development in the

tain amount of water in a certain basin, and from a specific

region. Additionally, local needs and characteristics should

source. It was conceived as a strategy to control the water

be addressed in local planning tools. Some areas though, are

resource, but completely disregarded the underground water

neglected by regional plans and don’t have local planning

tables (Hunter et al., 2015). Overtime, the water rights grant-

tools, such as Tierra Amarilla. Tierra Amarilla, a township and

ed were superior to the actual capacity of the valley.

city that harbors most of the large-scale mining operations
in the region, has five mines in its immediate surroundings.

The abovementioned, along with the protracted drought that

The proximity of the mines and the overall mining operations

has affected the region during the past decades, has resulted

contribute to air pollution and water stress that in turn affects

in the current hydric deficit, and the continuous desertifica-

the lives of its citizens. Los Loros, another town in the valley

tion of the land, that has hindered the growth of vegetation

that belongs to the same township, is under similar water

and has made the soil less permeable and absorbent, increas-

stress. In the case of Los Loros though, it relates mostly to

ing the risks of floods and mudflows.

the need for resources of the agroindustry predominantly
present in that area.
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Image 15. Candelaria mining complex next to the town of Tierra Amarilla. Credits No a la Mina

Unplanned urban development

ment, such as the ones mentioned above. They have been
present in Atacama for decades, but recently, during the late

Urban growth in the north of Chile has always been strong-

XX century, and early XXI, they have started to spread. The

ly related to the economic activities taking place. More spe-

reasons are complex, but one of the main triggers for this

cifically, in Atacama, in earlier times, the indigenous com-

has been the economic development of the region. That has

munities inhabiting the area had a strongly rooted nomadic

caused an increase in house prices and living costs, within a

lifestyle. The colla, pastoralist indigenous who inhabited the

fixed urban area that simply is not enough for the increasing

Andes, had majadas, small constructions scattered through

population. Several interviewees mentioned that they first

the area they inhabited, so they could be used according to

visited the region as seasonal workers for the packing compa-

the seasonality of their pastoralist activities. Some of these

nies during the summer season, and overtime decided to set-

constructions are still present today. The changos, transhu-

tle in the area. Due to the difficulties they experienced finding

man fisherman community, had a temporary camp built by

a place to settle, because of the lack of available space or

their families along the coast, while they conducted their

money to afford land tenure, they resorted to informal set-

fishing activities. The end of the XIX century saw the begin-

tlements (Image 16). They did so as an improvised response

ning of mining activities in the area and temporary settle-

to their immediate needs, thinking that over time they would

ments associated with that activity (mining camps).

move to better prospects. These dwellings also reflect how
they adapt to their situation and limited resources.

Informal settlements are another form of temporary settle-
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Image 16. Esperanza street, Luis Uribe camp in Tierra Amarilla December 2017

“We made this house, this site was a dump…. We put a
fence there and installed a basic house (mediagua) from
Hogar de Cristo (charity organization), that now we use as
a kitchen. And here and there, with cardboard and metallic
planks, we started to improve. But we still have a lot to do.
We still haven’t finished the house” (13a, see image 17)
I define informal settlements according to the following char-

INFORMAL SETTLEMENTS

acteristics (Figure 12):

Cause

Materialization of
vulnerability

Character

Improvised &
dynamic dwelling

Temporality

Ephemeral (expiration
date from the start)

Status

No land tenure

Figure 12. Diagram of informal settlement’s main characteristics
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Image 17. House in Raul Silva Henríquez camp in Los Loros.
December 2017
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4.4 FLOODS IN THE VALLEY

the Copiapó River valley surpassed 50mm due primarily to
the influence of extreme warm surface temperature anomalies registered along the country (Barrett et al., 2016). Con-

Floods have been affecting the Copiapó River valley for centuries (Image x). Already in 1860, Philippi, an Italian explorer
noted about Atacama: “It is very untrue that it doesn’t rain at
all… I have noticed that older people remember that a big
flood came down through the Paipote ravine and threatened

sidering that annual precipitations in that area are no more
than 28mm (Suarez et al., 2014) the precipitations that day
caused floods and mudflows that affected the settlements
along the valley. Most of this damage happened either on the
Copiapó River floodplains or in ravines (Image 19).

the city of Copiapó” (Philippi, 1860, p. 113). However historical records only go as far back as the late 1800s, recognizing
that the worst floods in the area occurred in 1888, 1917,
1987, 1997 (Partarrieu and Parra, 2009 as cited by Izquierdo,
2016), 2015 and 2017 (Explorador.cr2, 2018)).

This flood was instrumental in triggering changes in the way
the inhabitants of the valley perceive flood risk and understand their vulnerability to it. In 2017, similar circumstances
resulted in a second unexpected flood, challenging the projections made regarding the frequency and likelihood of oc-

The 2015 event was particularly relevant (Image 18). For
almost twenty years the valley hadn’t experienced a flood, so
inhabitants, mostly the younger generation and newcomers,
were unprepared and unaware of flood risks, and the damage

currence of these kinds of events. Interviewee 1a refers to
this: “They [authorities] said that this was not going to happen
again for another 20 years, but they were mistaken, because
in 2017 it happened again. It took only two years…”(1a).

Image 18. Flood in the Atacama region n/d. Credits National Congress library.
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THE COPIAPÓ RIVER VALLEY: INFORMALITY AND FLOODS IN A DESERT LANDSCAPE

Even though a return period estimation doesn’t exist for this

years when we had no rain.” (4b)

area, based on historical records, “a rain episode triggering
a mudflow event occurs approximately every 20-30 years

Although climate change predictions point to the increase in

(Izquierdo, 2016, p.2).

rainfall for the north of Chile (reference), local knowledge
suggest that is the opposite. More importantly, there is no

Local knowledge along with historical records of expeditions

certainty when the next rain that triggers a flood might come,

to the north of Chile, contribute to illustrate climate variability

but it will come, and informal settlers are aware of that: “A

and rain regimes in the area:

problem that we could have in the future is the ravine, that
can carry a lot of water, little water, or no water at all, so it

“…After two or three years of drought, during which it doesn’t

is very uncertain” (1a).

rain at all, all of the sudden we have a rainy year. The rivers
overflow and cover with gravel and clay the only stripes of

Drawing on this statement, the following map (Figure 13)

land that can be cultivated” (Darwin, 1835).

shows the existing informal settlements in relation to the
river and ravine basins, in order to locate the spots where

“We always said that in the desert it rained every seven

vulnerability and a the hazardscape meet, possibly resulting

years, it was cyclical. We had a very rainy year – the 7th

in a flood (disaster).

year – and then less and less rain, and the next 7th year we
had rain again. But now there was a drought period of 13-14

Image 19. A street in the town of Copiapó, close to the Copiapó River, after the 2015 flood and mudflow. Credits Ivan Alvarado (Reuters)
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Image 13. Location of existing informal settlements in the Copiapó River watershed.
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5 R E VE A L IN G LO C A L K N OW LE DGE TOWAR DS
F LO O D S A F E T Y
Individuals within a social system are not passive actors re-

The following are the two main approaches for flood safety

acting to external provocations. On the contrary, they have

that I identified in the Copiapó River valley. The first one is

what Hilhorst calls human agency: “they have the capacity

the formal institutional approach, while the second one is the

to process social experience and to respond accordingly” (Hil-

local approach from informal settlers.

horst, 2004, p.56), conforming a body of knowledge. On this
research, this experience-based and geographically bounded

5.1 FORMAL APPROACH: INSTITUTIONS

knowledge is defined as local knowledge.
There is no comprehensive authority for water management
Vulnerable inhabitants of a certain place are in a unique po-

in Chile. Instead, the Ministry of Public Works is the institu-

sition regarding the production of local knowledge. They are

tion in charge of dealing with water issues, including floods,

highly exposed to risks, have limited resources to face those

through its General Water Directive sub office. From a govern-

risks, and an overall sense of uncertainty, constrains that

mental perspective, they are the decision makers regarding

only emphasize their need to adapt (Chambers, 1989) so the

water management on a national level. In recent years, they

local knowledge produced by them is a reflection of adap-

have been aiming for a comprehensive approach, involving

tive capacity. Inhabitants of informal settlements are perhaps

water governance in their mandate, and trying to involve with

the most vulnerable within this group. They improvise dwell-

participative processes. Nevertheless, it seems that the highly

ings to cover their immediate personal needs, claiming land

centralized nature of the country’s politics, makes the de-

according to its availability, perhaps not realizing that the

cision making process virtually impossible for locals to be

available land is so because it is unsuitable due to hazards.

involved. In addition, the Hydraulic Works Directive is the en-

But what was supposed to be a temporary location often

tity in charge of the work itself, i.e. implementing dams. The

prolongs for years. As such, informal settlements become

local water board (JVRC) is an institution that works on a

another form of urban growth that unknowingly shapes the

catchment level, and mainly looks after the water used for

way cities are built. In the Chilean Desert, these practices

irrigation and the infrastructure related to that. The local gov-

have been shaping cities and towns along the coast and the

ernment (Municipality) is the lowest entity involved in these

riverscape for decades, in an environmentally vulnerable

decisions, and it focuses mostly on very specific projects on

landscape, sparsely but devastatingly susceptible to external

urban areas.

disruptions. Recent floods in the area and their severe effects
have shaken inhabitants perception of risk, and enriched their

The institutional approach toward flood safety is mainly a

local knowledge. They have also posed the concern about

technocratic one (Image 20) focused on technical knowledge

informal settlements (locally called tomas) within a hazard-

and engineering projects to increase water issues. While this

scape, and clarified the need for a resilient approach for des-

is necessary, such an approach doesn’t recognize local real-

ert landscape design.

ities, and it standardized solutions for certain problems, regardless of the landscape where they are.

Local knowledge, and specifically the one regarding flood
safety, is necessary to both solve local problems, and to
get a better understanding of broader issues. Moreover, local knowledge regarding flood safety can contribute to landscape design that is both suitable to increase flood safety and
reflects the local’s needs and dreams about the landscape
they inhabit.
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Image 20. Canalization of the Copiapó River in Tierra Amarilla on January 2018, part of a technocratic approach towards flood safety.

5.2 INFFORMAL APPROACH:
INFORMAL SETTLERS

5.3 LOCAL KNOWLEDGE

“It is very complex [informal settlers’ situation], we don’t au-

Local knowledge for flood safety is retrieved in this thesis

thorize camps, but to be completely honest, we don’t say no.

through observation and interviews, as explained in chapter 3

We don’t say anything really. We understand that it is a vital

on Methods. While the interview process was recorded, tran-

necessity to settle somewhere, so we are not going to send

scribed and then coded, the observation process in particular,

the cops to evict them…we don’t do that, it is understood

was documented through a series of images that showed

that is a social good, but it is a problem, a serious problem”.

specific coping strategies and other relevant observations

(7b)

(see figure 14 for and example) that were later incorporated
to the list of codes from the interviews.

The above quote illustrates informal settlements as a common practice, tolerated by local authorities, but seen as a
problem. But informal settlers are also a source of local
knowledge. They are in the most vulnerable situation, and
dwell in a hazardscape, but in spite of their limitations, they
use their agency to cope with floods. They are also an important force shaping the northern Chilean landscape, by settling
in what is seemingly no man’s land, since the majority of the
land in the Atacama region is owned by the state. The specific flood-coping strategies used by informal settlers will be
addressed in the next section.
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Protective wall made of concrete blocks

Protective wall made of concrete blocks

House built on a concrete plinth

Wooden stilt foundation

Important rooms on plinths made with rocks from the area

Retention wall made of local materials

Protective wall made of concrete blocks
House & terrace built on a concrete plinth
Figure 14. Coping strategies of informal settlers in Tierra Amarilla and Los Loros.
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Protective wall made of concrete blocks

Protective wall made of concrete blocks

House built on a concrete plinth

Wooden stilt foundations

Green strip to retain water

Wooden stilt foundations

Protective wall made of concrete blocks

Protective wall made of concrete
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This section shows an overview of the coding process and the
main findings of the analysis of the coded data.
5.3.1 Coding vulnerabilities, hazardscape, utopias and
resilient capacities
The following are the codes that were identified from interviews, observation and literature. These codes were grouped
into the four main categories of: vulnerability, hazardscape,
utopias, and resilience capacities, which relate to the theoretical framework. In turn, each of these categories includes

Legend
According to source of knowledge:
Informal settlers
Formal settlers
Observation
Literature

subcategories, as it follows:

Codes present in all the different sources are underlined

A. VULNERABILITY

B. HAZARDSCAPE

a.1.
Human & Society
Work flexibility: work migration, seasonal work, work opportunities, floating population
Housing flexibility: locations, reversibility, local materials, temporary
housing (i.e. emergency shelter, trailer house, agro-camp)
Centralization over regionalism
Power of main economic actors
Non-transparent decision-making processes
a.2.
Human
Choose location because of climate
Housing flexibility: location, size, materials, reversibility, organization
Common vision, common struggle, shared concern
Organized communities, sense of belonging
Children safety over material goods, legacy for future generations
Education & awareness: risk awareness, awareness of limitations, flood
risk knowledge, construction knowledge, flood monitoring, warning, alert,
conservation education, learning by experience
Social capital & agency
Empowerment
Historical knowledge (i.e. biodiverse riverscape for recreation, historical
floods, informal past of main beach towns, infrastructure for mitigation
in other flood-prone regions)
Private actors disaster response
a.3
Human & Nature
Comfortable & appealing place for recreation
Trees for flood mitigation
Power and unpredictability of nature
Native species
Biodiversity
Uncontrollable nature
Humans as predator of nature

b.1.
Spatial configuration
Private claim of rivers, ravines and beaches
Public reclaim of former informal settlements
Physical and communicational risk of isolation
Lack of land management regulations
Landscape fragmentation
Improvised spatial configuration
b.2.
Landscape issues
Climate change & variability: 7 year climate cycles, extreme variation of
water flow in rivers & ravines
Water scarcity, low infiltration of water
Environmental impacts of mining: pollution, water overexploitation, constantly changing landscape
Productive processes of high impact
Private claims of sites in hazardous locations, or of river, ravines &
beaches
Desertification, salinification & loss of biodiversity
Increasing growth of informal settlements, overgrowth
Lack of mitigation strategies against floods
Riverscape neglect
Natural hazards risk
Infrastructure obsolescence
Inefficient land & water management
Cosmetic greenery
b.3.
Social issues
Physical & social insecurity
Basic needs: housing, sanitation, electricity, green areas, rights, community needs
Needs/time mismatch (i.e. untimely aid)
Lack of opportunities
Unstable family life & lack of support network
Individualism & independence
Poor communication, uncertainty, & disbelief
Unpreparedness & helplessness
Rejection of relocation
Idiosyncrasy
Struggle informal settlers v/s formal settlers
Struggle mining v/s agriculture
Top-down approach & lack of community-based solutions
Lack of identity (i.e. town as the backyard of mining companies)
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C. UTOPIAS

D. RESILIENCE CAPACITIES

c.1. Reclamation of watercourses as a public place
River promenade & recreation areas
Reclaim river & ravines for recreation
Room for the river
Infrastructure with space for recreation
Investment in and managing of rivers, ravines and infrastructure (roads)
Infrastructure (cycle path)
Green areas for revvcreation (park, football field)
c.2. Sustainable development
Progress & development
Sustainable development
Sustainable mining, respect for communities & nature
Crop diversification (side effect: seasonal work becomes stable)
“Live river” & water safety for communities & productive processes
Private residual sites open for public use for environmental education
Preservation of history
50 year strategic plan
Better quality of life
Flood mitigation infrastructure: decanting ponds and water reservoirs
along the valley
Improve existing reservoir (Lautaro)
c.3.
Control of nature
Control of river & ravines
Canalization of ravines & river

d.1.
Preventive
Building technologies: retention wall, sand bags against inflow water,
rocks
Water retention increase
Increase roof slope to facilitate water runoff
Increase water infiltration by digging holes & guiding flow
Reconstruction in a different location
House walls made of concrete blocks
Metalic gate to prevent water inflow through doors
House location in front of rock cliff (less expose & a place to scape in
case of flood)
Risk awareness: community warning, dissemmination of information
Use of local materials to build a stone wall
d.2.
Adaptive
Diversification of use
Adaptation of land use by reclaiming hazardous areas as public space
Flood defence technology
Construction of a levee along the ravine
Retention wall along river
Nature based protection: prevention of soil erotion (unpaved roads, gravel)
Retention ponds
Soil extraction resulted in unintended retention ponds
Food distribution in case of isolation due to floods
Adaptation of building use
Building adaptation: change of pavement in flood prone areas of the
house
Building technologies: higher foundations, plinths
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5.3.2

Analysis and findings

b. Hazardscape diagnosis

Following the process explained in Chapter 3 on Methods,

The Copiapó River valley hazardscape is characterized by un-

several findings were drawn from the previous step of coding

planned urban growth, with private claims over public land

and categorizing, that relate to current social and environ-

(Image 21), producing landscape fragmentation, and the loss

mental problems, and to local capacities to overcome those

of readability of the landscape. In addition, the impacts of in-

problems. These conclusions are summarized in vulnerability

tensive mining and agriculture processes and climate change

assessment, hazardscape diagnosis, utopias outline, and re-

have contributed to the deterioration of the natural landscape,

silience capacities.

specifically the native desert scrubland, and water scarcity. The top-down technocratic land and water management

a. Vulnerability assessment

approach has neglected locals and their knowledge, adding
to their insecurity and uncertainty, especially for informal

Informal settlers are aware of their vulnerable situation, and

settlers, who are in a precarious situation. The loss of the

their flexible lifestyle is a reflection of that, with seasonal

landscape qualities characteristic to this area, along with the

or temporary jobs, and houses that grow according to their

neglect of locals, has influenced in the lack of identity.

immediate needs. The limited resources of informal settlers
encourage them to be more resourceful, and to rely on their

Ultimately, the hazardscape of the Copiapó River valley is

social network for support, which strengthen the ties with-

a result of diverse, multi-scale, multifaceted issues that in-

in the community and facilitates a sense of belonging and

volve varied actors, however, it is mostly addressed from one

empowerment. Their knowledge is based on personal experi-

of those aspects, in a technocratic view of the floods as a

ence, whether this relates to their trade, or their background,

disaster.

to name a few. Because personal experiences varied, there
is a need for flood awareness and education among the in-

c. Utopias outline

formal settlers, so they are prepared for possible floods. An
additional finding, expressed by multiple interviewees, was

Drawing on the lack of identity and the several problems that

the need for quality public nature areas for recreation.

I identified, there are two visions for the area that stand out.

Image 21. Informal settlement in Tierra Amarilla, claiming both urban areas and part of the ravine next to it.
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mal settler shows a clear focus on preventive strategies. The

ering the improvised urban growth along with the pressures

main typologies identified within this group were risk aware-

over the use of water and productive agricultural land, the

ness and building technology. This result reflects the main

access to the riverside is limited. But as one interviewee

strengths and weaknesses of informal settlers. Risk aware-

pointed out, coastal cities use the beach as the main public

ness is possible with few resources thanks to the bonds

place for recreation, whereas riverside cities or towns should

within the community and their sense of belonging. That fa-

make use of its rivers and ravines for this purpose.

cilitates the timely dissemination of information regarding disaster threats, and improves community awareness. Building

The second one is sustainable development of cities, towns,

technology on the other hand, directly relates to individuals

and productive activities. As pointed out previously, the Ata-

resources and their house flexibility, and is based on their

cama region and particularly the Copiapó River valley, is a

personal knowledge and experience.

very water stressed area, mainly because of increasing urban growth, intense agricultural and mining activities. A sustainable approach for the region’s development could release
some of the pressures caused by water scarcity, by impacting society and the environment.
d. Resilience capacities assessment
According to the conceptual framework addressed in Chapter
2 on Theoretical Framework, resilience capacities are made
of both preventive and adaptive typologies that fluctuate between individual and societal engagement (see figure 3).
These typologies were also identified in the data retrieved
from interviews and observation, which validates the original framework. In particular, the data retrieved from infor-
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The first one is the river reclamation for public use. Consid-
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6 E X PLOR AT I O N O F R E SI LI EN CE MODE LS

6.1 RESILIENCE MODELS
Based on the theoretical framework, I define resilience capacities as the abilities that on both an individual and a societal level allow confronting, recovering and even improving
LUIS URIBE CAMP
TIERRA AMARILLA

in the face of a disaster. They include both coping strategies
and typologies. The following resilience models systematically combine different resilience capacities (Figure 16) with
different degrees of individual and societal engagement, according to the conceptual framework. Models 1a, 2a, 1b and
2b explore extreme approaches towards floods, and serve
as the starting point for the consecutive models. Models 3a,
4a, 3b and 4b, are variations of previous models that focus
only on prevention or adaptation, with both individual and
societal engagement. Finally, models 1c and 2c, result from
the combination of previous models, with both preventive and
adaptive strategies.

0
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400m

According to the design principles, I defined the following
design decisions that apply to all models:
•

improve connectivity

•

Landscape defragmentation

•

Create views to river and ravines (alertness)

•

Contribute to strengthen local identity

RAUL SILVA HERNIQUEZ CAMP
LOS LOROS

The resilience models are defined for the two sites (Figure
15) where the interviews were conducted, in order to explore
different approaches, evaluate them, and finally select one of
them for a more specific site design.
Figure 16 shows an overview of the different typologies re-

0

200

400m

lated to either the prevention or the adaptation of floods, and
the strategies belonging to each typology. The specific materialization of those strategies are specified later on in each

Figure 15. Location of Luis Uribe camp and Raul Silva Henríquez

model.

camp.
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VENTIV

Water retention increase
Risk awareness

ADAPTIVE

E

RESILIENCE

Building technology
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PRE

Diversification of use,
Flood defense technology
Nature based protection
Building adaptation
Building technology

Increase vegetation groundcover
PREVENTION
Typologies & Strategies:
Increasing water retention
INDIVIDUAL

SOCIETY

Nature-based protection
Flood defense technology
Diversification of use

ADAPTATION

Risk awareness
Building adaptation
Building technology

Riparian ecosystem
Retention pond & reservoir
Room for the river
Improve retention at source
Micro retention ponds
Floodplain woodland
Prevention of soil erosion
Fixed or mobile barriers
Dykes or levees
Retaining wall along watercourses
Storm water drainage
Flood adaptive land use
Relocation
Livelihood diversification
Alertness
Warning & information dissemination
Flood adapted building use
Relocation of belongings
Flood resistant materials
Plinths & stilts
Retaining wall on site
Retaining barrier made of local materials
Metallic gate

Figure 16. Overview of coping typologies and strategies that define the resilience models
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1A. SOCIETAL PREVENTION

LUIS URIBE CAMP
TIERRA AMARILLA

Design decisions:
- Room for and view to the river
- Retention pond
- Vegetation grouncover
Pros:
- Informal dwelling don’t have to be relocated, so
the intervention doesn’t disturbe the community socially.
- During rainy years, retention ponds could become
a place for community recreation.

0

200

400m

Cons:
- In some areas there is limited space to implement
more room for the river.

RAUL SILVA HERNIQUEZ CAMP
LOS LOROS

Legend
River & ravines
Room for the river
Existing forest
Urban green area
Agriculture
Scrubland
Riverside scrubland
Floodplain woodland
Cloud famr
Views
Connections
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2B. INDIVIDUAL ADAPTATION

Design decisions:

Design decisions:

- Retention wall around the site

- House on stilts, using the groundfloor as a

- House made of concrete blocks or bricks

seasonal terrace and the first floor for living. By

Chapter 6

2A. INDIVIDUAL PREVENTION

doing so, informal settlers and their belongings are
Pros:

protected in case of floods.

- It doesn’t add value to the existing situation.
Pros:
Cons:

- This approach allows for a densification of the ex-

- Individual interventions for flood safety varied sig-

isting urban area.

nificantly according to the individual’s resources
- By making the houses more robust, their flexibility

Cons:

lowers.

- Due to its informal nature (lack of regulations), it
might be hazardous to build taller constructions.
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1B. SOCIETAL ADAPTATION

LUIS URIBE CAMP
TIERRA AMARILLA

Design decisions:
- Woodland
- Dwelling relocation
- Artificial levee
Pros:
- It would decrease the exposure of the most vulnerable informal settlers
Cons:
- A storm water drainage system is too costly for an

0
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400m

area that has limited resources and only 30mm of
rainwater anually.

RAUL SILVA HERNIQUEZ CAMP
LOS LOROS

Legend
River & ravines
Room for the river
Existing forest
Urban green area
Agriculture
Scrubland
Riverside scrubland
Floodplain woodland
Cloud famr
Views
Connections
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Figure 18. Resilience model 1b Societal adaptation
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3A. AGRO PREVENTION
(1A+2A)

LUIS URIBE CAMP
TIERRA AMARILLA

Design decisions:
- Agriculture extensification
- Retention pond
- View to the river
Pros:
- Strengthen of agriculture & more work opportunities
Cons:
- It would demand more water resources in an al-
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400m

ready water scarce area

RAUL SILVA HERNIQUEZ CAMP
LOS LOROS

Legend
River & ravines
Room for the river
Existing forest
Urban green area
Agriculture
Scrubland
Riverside scrubland
Floodplain woodland
Cloud famr
Views
Connections

Figure 19. Resilience model 3a Agro prevention
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4A. PREVENTION THROUGH NATURE
(1A+2A)

LUIS URIBE CAMP
TIERRA AMARILLA

Design decisions:
- Enable view and access to river and ravines so
their presence becomes stronger in the landscape
and increases the awareness about them and possible floods, with minimum relocation of dwellings
for these purpose.
- Restoration of the desert shrubland landscape
- In Tierra Amarilla: introduction of a “cloud farm”
along the river basin, to collect water for vegetation and human use.
0

200

400m

Pros:
Positive societal and environmental impact by valorizing natural resources (vegetation and water)
Cons:
- The uncertainty about water availability threatens
initiatives that increase vegetation
- In the town of Los Loros there is no fog for the

RAUL SILVA HERNIQUEZ CAMP
LOS LOROS

functioning of a cloud farm.

Legend
River & ravines
Room for the river
Existing forest
Urban green area
Agriculture
Scrubland
Riverside scrubland
Floodplain woodland
Cloud famr
Views
Connections
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Figure 20. Resilience model 1b Societal adaptation
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3B. ADAPTATION THROUGH NATIVE WOODLAND
(1B+2B)

LUIS URIBE CAMP
TIERRA AMARILLA

Design decisions:
- To focus on nature-based strategies over technological strategies.
- Use of Chañar (Geoffroea decorticans) as the main
native species for the woodland.
Pros:
- Positive societal and environmental impact by valorizing natural resources (native trees and water).
- With woodland presence, relocation of all settlements in hazardous areas might not be necessary.
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400m

- The subproducts from the Chañar (food, drink, biomass) offer a new bussiness opportunity, contributing to strengthen the local economy, and helping
with its diversification. It also gives value to old
traditions, contributing to define this place identity.
Cons:

RAUL SILVA HERNIQUEZ CAMP
LOS LOROS

- Once it starts growing, the Chañar roots spread
quickly, which could damage closeby infrastructure.
- It relies on the trees without using a complementary strategy.
Legend
River & ravines
Room for the river
Existing forest
Urban green area
Agriculture
Scrubland
Riverside scrubland
Floodplain woodland
Cloud famr
Views
Connections

Figure 21. Resilience model 3a Agro prevention
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4B. TECHNO ADAPTATION
(1B+2B)

Design decisions:

LUIS URIBE CAMP
TIERRA AMARILLA

- To focus on technological strategies over nature-based strategies.
- Levee as main element for protection against
floods.
Pros:
- Assuming the ocurrence of floods in the future,
this approach aims to protect inhabitants from its
negative consequences.
- The seasonal use of the house allows for adaptation not only regarding floods, but also the house-
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400m

hold necessities.
Cons:
- The lack of nature-based strategies, makes this
approach too rigid to external changes.
- Levees are too costly
- Elevated houses don’t respond to vernacular

RAUL SILVA HERNIQUEZ CAMP
LOS LOROS

architecture from Atacama, and it doesn’t allow to
work with local materials for thermal comfort.

Legend
River & ravines
Room for the river
Existing forest
Urban green area
Agriculture
Scrubland
Riverside scrubland
Floodplain woodland
Cloud famr
Views
Connections
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Figure 22. Resilience model 4b Techno adaptation
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1C. FORTIFICATION AGAINST FLOODS
(2A+2B+3A+4B)

Design decisions:

LUIS URIBE CAMP
TIERRA AMARILLA

- Enable view and access to river and ravines to
improve landscape readability and awareness of
risks
- Extensify and diversify agriculture to increase
vegetation groundcover.
Pros:
- Agriculture can provide more work opportunities
to inhabitants and strengthen local economy.
- Diversification allows for stable work (instead
of seasonal work), and adapts better to weather
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400m

changes and water supply constraints.
Cons:
- Room for the river and improve riparian ecosystems is incompatible with agriculture extensification.
- More agriculture requires more water for its pro-

RAUL SILVA HERNIQUEZ CAMP
LOS LOROS

cesses, in an already water scarce area.

Legend
River & ravines
Room for the river
Existing forest
Urban green area
Agriculture
Scrubland
Riverside scrubland
Floodplain woodland
Cloud famr
Views
Connections

Figure 23. Resilience model 1c Fortification against floods
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2C. RIVERSCAPE RECLAMATION
(1A+1B+4A+3B)

Design decisions:

LUIS URIBE CAMP
TIERRA AMARILLA

- Enable view and access to river and ravines to improve landscape readability and awareness of risks
- Use of Chañar (Geoffroea decorticans) as the main
native species for the woodland.
- Restoration of the desert shrubland landscape
Pros:
- Added value to native species currently under
threat.
Conss:
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400m

- The conitnuation of intensive mining activities
could affect the implementation of a nature-based
solution.

RAUL SILVA HERNIQUEZ CAMP
LOS LOROS

Legend
River & ravines
Room for the river
Existing forest
Urban green area
Agriculture
Scrubland
Riverside scrubland
Floodplain woodland
Cloud famr
Views
Connections
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Figure 24. Resilience model 2c Riverscape reclamation
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6.2 EVALUATION OF MODELS
Drawing on the conclusions presented on section 4.3.2 about
Data Analysis, the resilience models are evaluated on three
categories: flood safety, nature value, and socio-economic
value (Table 4). These categories summarize the desired impact that the landscape intervention should point to, focusing
on flood safety while addressing social and environmental
values.
Table 4. Evaluation of resilience models
Nº

Name

1a

Societal prevention

2a

Individual prevention

1b

Societal adaptation

2b

Individual adaptation

3a

Agro prevention

4b

Techno adaptation

4a

Prevention through

Flood safety
Risk exposure
Flood
decrease
protection

Socio-economic value
Local economy Public nature
diversification
areas

Nature value
Desert scrubland Water collecting
restoration
increase

nature
3b

Adaptation through
native woodland

1c

Fortification against
floods

2c

Riverscape
reclamation
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Based on the evaluation table, models 3b Adaptation through

design will only be developed for one of them.

native woodlands, and 2c Riverscape reclamation are the

Site selection

most resilient, since they contribute in a higher degree to every aspect of flood safety, and socio-economic and nature

Both Tierra Amarilla and Los Loros are towns in the Copiapó

values. The strategies used in these models are summarized

River valley affected by the 2015 and 2017 floods. The dam-

in Table 5.

age in Tierra Amarilla was mainly located downstream, along

Table 5. Typologies and strategies used in models 3b and 2c
Typology

Strategy

Water retention increase

Desert shrubland
Riparian ecosystem
Retention pond
Room for the river

Nature-based protection

Woodland of Geoffroea decorticans

Flood defense technology Fix sediment barriers, levee
Diversification of use

the riverside and where the ravine meets the river. The Luis
Uribe camp suffered mild damage. On the other hand, the
damage to Los Loros was severe (Image 22). The town was
physically cut off and incommunicado from towns downstream. Dwellings closer to the riverbed flooded, and the
flood from the ravine destroyed half of the Raul Silva Henríquez camp. The Luis Uribe camp remained the same, while
the Raul Silva Henríquez camp was partially relocated.

Partial dwelling relocation, livelihood
diversification (woodland subproducts)

Risk awareness

View to river and ravines

Building adaptation

Relocation of belongings

Building technology

Plinths & higher foundations
Vernacular architecture (local materials)

I chose Tierra Amarilla, and specifically the surroundings of
the Luis Uribe camp for the site design because it presents
the biggest potential: (a) it harbors a bigger population, (b) is
located closer to the main urban area in the region (Copiapó),
but (c) the lack of damage during the last floods hindered
awareness towards flood risk for part of the population, so
they might be less prepared for and aware of future floods.

Even though the models were created for two sites, one in

Therefore, this site presents an opportunity for proactive

the town of Tierra Amarilla and another in Los Loros, the site

flood-safety actions for the informal settlement and its surroundings.

Image 22. Effects of the 2015 flood in Los Loros. Credits Ivan Alvarado (Reuters)
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6.3 DESIGN PRINCIPLES
The main finding from the previous phase was that more
complex models that involved different uses, actors, and
scales are the most resilient, according to the evaluation
standards set previously. In that context, connectivity is an
important landscape quality that allows the integration of
both natural and built elements as part of a landscape. It
also makes it easier for the inhabitants of this landscape,
to understand its dynamics and potential risks, revealing the
hazardscape. Dynamism and flexibility are also desirable fea-

urban landscape, and the necessity of a design to not only
respond but also evolve as part of that landscape. Moreover,
in order to achieve these features and increase resilience,
diversity is essential. By making the landscape more diverse,
it can respond better to disruptions, and it can challenge the
status quo of anthropogenic impacts (i.e. by providing alternative sources of income to locals to the current mining and
intensive agriculture).
Based on the evaluation, selection of resilience models, and
reflection, I created a set of design principles (Figure 25) that
serve as the basis for a resilient site design.

CONNECTIVITY

- Defragmentation of the landscape
(by using the river and ravines as central elements
for spatial configuration)

DYNAMISM

- Respond to growth or shrinkage of informal settlements
- Diversification of local economy
(contributing to its revitalization)

- Readability of the riverscape
- Riverscape for recreation

FLEXIBILITY

- Community-based processes

DIVERSITY

- Ecological diversity

- Long-term flood mitigation strategies

Restoration of desert scrubland & riparian ecosystem

- Variable landscape product of anthropogenic action

Introduction of woodlands

- Former informal settlement (tomas) reclamation for

Increase biodiversity

public use

- Cultural diversity
Reinterpretation of local identity

Figure 25. Design principles
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6.4 RESILIENCE IN
EPHEMERAL LANDSCAPES
Vera and Mehrotra coin the term ephemeral landscape to
refer to those landscapes composed by places with an expiration date. Among those, extraction landscapes - like mining landscapes - are part of what they call “temporal cities around temporary geographies” (Vera & Mehrotra, 2015,
p162). Ephemeral landscapes require flexible approaches that
respond to their temporality, by recognizing its complexities
as the base for resilience. In that respect, local knowledge
reflects the nuance of a place and its inhabitants, evolving in
time, enriched with new experiences.
I argue that informal settlements define another kind of
ephemeral landscape that responds to basic and immediate
needs of people but that it was conceived as temporary. One
interview commented “When we first came here, we were
sleeping in a tent, with my children…we were like that for
about two weeks, and then we started little by little to build
the rooms” (6a). Like her, many have similar stories where
they improvised a place to live, and over time and hard work,
they made it a home. Still, for most people, especially the
ones with younger children, their desire is to move to a better
place in the future, where they can settle legally and have
job opportunities.
The ephemeral landscape composed by these informal settlers is vulnerable by nature, because it is shaped by their
limited choices and resources. Nevertheless, there is an opportunity for resilience, by capitalizing on their knowledge
about their situation and the landscape they inhabit. Moreover, their knowledge – or lack there of – about flood safety,
can be very telling about the kind of landscape design they
need and want. By assuming this ephemeral landscape as a
preexisting condition, I can reflect and design from the locals
and their vulnerability towards resilience.

Image 23. Informal settler of Luis Uribe camp next to one of many containers she uses to storage clean water >
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Image 24. Informal settler of Luis Uribe camp in front of their home

This section addresses the core design phase of this thesis.
LUIS URIBE CAMP
TIERRA AMARILLA

First, I explain the main aspects of the regional approach that
serves as a frame to the site design. Then, I explain the site
design and more specific design decisions, such as the scale
of the design, the main elements that compose it, and its

“A city with a river is like a city with a beach, it has to have a
beach promenade (costanera)…People need to go and walk

Pa
cif
ic

7.1. REGIONAL APPROACH:
THE RAVINESCAPE

Oc
ean

uses.

along the river, not on a place full of dirt (tierral)” (8b). This
quote illustrates a recurrent thought among settlers of the
valley: they want their watercourses back, and not only for
recreation, but also because it is part of their identity as an
inland town.
The case study for this thesis is the Copiapó River valley, and
the localized dynamics of informal settlements and floods

Copiapó River bed
Afluents & main ravines
Secondary ravines

0 10

50km

Figure 26. Ravines that contributed the most to the 2015 flood

along it. This riverscape has two main components: the Co-

LUIS URIBE CAMP
TIERRA AMARILLA

piapó River and affluents (Manflas, Pulido and Jorquera Rivers), and the multiple ravines that sporadically feed into it
(Figure 26). A lesson from the 2015 and 2017 floods in the
valley is that the floodwater from a ravine can be as damthat into consideration, the regional approach aims to focus
landscape interventions along the ravines, in order to increase
flood safety in settlements along the valley. I name this intervention ravinescape. By following the design principles from
the previous chapter, the main aspects of the ravinescape are:

Oc
ean

aging to local inhabitants as the ones from the river. Taking
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- Improve the readability of the landscape by strengthening
the presence of ravines.
- Re-green ravines with native species, mainly scrubs, that
contribute to increase water retention.
- Give room to the ravines to carry water if needed, preventing
settlements or other activities in the ravine bed.
- Limit the connectivity of water and sediments (Bracken,
Fryirs) from the ravines to the Copiapó River.
The overview of the ravinescape is shown in figure 27.
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0 10

Existing scrubland
Barren land
Copiapo River and afluents
Ravinescape re-greening
Figure 27. Overview of regional strategy

50k m

Image 25. Cerrillos ravine, December 2017

7.2. SITE DESIGN: MELENDEZ RAVINE IN
TIERRA AMARILLA
As explained in section 6.2 on Evaluation of models and site
selection, the chosen town for the site design is Tierra Amarilla, specifically the surroundings of Luis Uribe camp. Considering the regional approach of the ravinescape, the landscape
design focuses on the Melendez ravine, (Figure 28) located on
the northern side of Luis Uribe camp (Image 26).

TIERRA AMARILLA
URBAN AREA

PO R
IVER

LUIS URIBE CAMP
TIERRA AMARILLA

Image 26. Melendez ravine

COPIA
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Figure 28. Site design context
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an intervention in the public space of the camp.
Based on this precedent, the site design involves two scales
(Figure 29): the scale of the informal settlers’ walks along the
ravine (medium scale), and the scale of their home’s immediate surroundings (small scale). The first comprises the lower
part of the Melendez ravine (a.m.s.l. 500-800m), stretching
for approximately 4km until it reaches the Copiapó river. A
series of trenches are placed perpendicular to the ravine bed,
in order to decelerate the water flow during extreme rainfall,
and facilitate the deposition of sediments along the ravine.
The second scale comprises the part of the ravine that
stretches along the inhabited area (a.m.s.l. 500-600m). This
is the core of the design, and is composed by a levee, a double retention pond, and woodland that articulate the intervention. While an intervention on the first scale emphasizes the
Image 27. Luis Uribe camp

Scale and reach
The scale of the site design directly responds to the local

importance of sequential measures for flood mitigation, the
intervention on this scale not only contributes to this end, but
also highlights the positive externalities it can have for both
informal and formal settlers.

knowledge from informal settlers. While they acknowledge
that they are part of a city, when interviewed, they refer
mostly to their surroundings. This covers the camp (Image
27), extending a few hundred meters upstream, where they
usually walk or dispose off the trash (Image 28), and downstream reaching the town’s main street and public transport.
“In March, when they built El Escorial [new social housing
neighborhood in Tierra Amarilla], the contractors came to take
sand from upstream, they dug several trenches, huge trenches. So then, when the flood came, the water decanted there,
on the trenches.” (1a)
Stories such as the one illustrated in the above quote, set
the scale and type of intervention, by directly relating a lowtech intervention on the camps surroundings, with the impact
on the flood safety of the camp. In addition, interviewees
were very vocal about their wish to aesthetically improve
the camp, which would have an impact on how they are per-

Image 28. Walk along Melendez ravine with a neighbor
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Figure 29. Site design scale

Design

logical diversity. By doing so, the currently barren ravine (Image 29) can become a place for nature recreation, with the

As part of the regional approach of the ravinescape, this de-

trenches becoming an oasis for the walk along the ravine.

sign contributes to limit the connectivity (Fryirs) of water and

This intervention also improves the readability of the ravines-

sediments between the Melendez ravine and the Copiapó Riv-

cape, by giving it a new and more distinctive character.

er. By doing so, more water is retained upstream, decreasing potential floodwaters; and more sediment is deposited
along the ravine, contributing to the improvement of the soil
conditions for the regeneration of the scrubland and the incorporation of woodlands. While the scale of the ravine and
the intervention itself is specific, it serves to illustrate the
proposed process and possibilities for its implementation on
other ravines.
Design - Medium scale
The first part of the design is a sequence of trenches along
what was previously defined as the scale of the walk along
the ravine (Figure 30). This low-tech solution contributes to
decrease the impact of floodwaters downstream, and on
the long term increases its nature value by facilitating the
re-greening of the ravine (Figure 31) and improving its eco58

Image 29. Rock formations at Melendez ravine
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Figure 30. Medium scale intervention: trenches - Section & plan

1. TRENCH slows down water flow, increasing
water retention and deposit of sediments

2. SCRUBS start growing due to the improved
soil & water conditions

3. TREES can be planted to contribute to the
prevention of erosion & provide a shaded place
as an oasis along the ravine
M e le n d e

z ra v in e

Figure 31. Section (longitudinal) - Diagram of trench function
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Design - Small scale

starting point, this design reconsiders existing infrastructure,
and introduces new landscape elements to improve flood

The second part of the site design, focuses on the Luis Uribe

safety. The following is an overview of the main design deci-

camps’ immediate surroundings (Figure 32). While using lo-

sions and how they respond to broader landscape and social

cal knowledge translated into the design principles as the

issues.

WOODLAND

RETENTION PONDS

LEVEE

Figure 32. General plan of the landscape intervention along the Melendez
ravine on a small scale.
Melendez ravine

a. Levee

Urban settlement

5m
a

4m

a

a

4m

a

Taking the existing levee as a starting point, I increased the
height of the original structure, and played with the width, in

5m

order to create a clear border for urban growth, and different
ways to access the upper part of the levee (Figure 33). By
varying the slopes of the levee, maintaining at least a proportion of 1/3, there is no need for reinforcement, because the

5m

soil is stabilized thanks to the roots of scrubs and trees.

1,5a

4m

1.5a

The levee is the last physical barrier of the site design to
assure flood safety.

5m
1,5a

4m

1.5a

2a

4m

2a

5m

Figure 33. Section (transverse) of the levee’s variations
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b. Double retention ponds
Even though scrubs are the main vegetation in this area, I
On a small scale, the double retention pond is the first barrier

decided to introduce the woodland as a new element of the

for flood protection (Figure 34 & 35). The first pond is a filter

ravinescape. As explored in Chapter 6 on Resilience models,

for larger debris, while the second one stores water and sed-

floodplain woodlands are very valuable for the flood safety,

iments. In case of extreme rain, the second pond allows for

while also contributing with a socio-economic and nature val-

flood control towards the woodland. The strong shape of the

ue. Specifically, the woodland is made of Geoffroea decorti-

ponds also contributes to make the landscape design recog-

cans, locally known as chañar, a native species (Image 30).

nizable, by providing an aesthetically strong element. Locally, people tend to find distinctive elements in their everyday
landscape to use as a reference point. For instance, neighbors
in Tierra Amarilla, use the statue in the main road as a reference point to meet or to give directions. Some interviewees
also expressed their desire to improve the look of the informal
settlement, because they feel that this will positively impact
the perception of others towards them.
2st pond
Storages
water

v1st pond
Filters
debris

Image 30. Geoffroea decorticans growing in groups called chañarales.
Credits Francisca Greene

1

2

I observed that these trees was sparsely present in the area,
and grew easily in all kinds of conditions, nevertheless they

Figure 34. Diagram of the retention ponds

seem to be undervalued by locals, who did not recognize
its potential for flood safety. I chose this species because it
proves to grow quickly and easily, has low maintenance, and

Retention pond

Urban settlement

1

more importantly because of its root system (see figure x).
Chañars are reproduced more commonly through sprouting
roots (Feldman, 1987), conforming a dense root system that

5m
a

4m

a

a

4m

4m

a

helps stabilized the soil, preventing erosion, and facilitates the
creation of woodland (Figure 36), also known as chañarales.

2

Chañar woodland could decelerate the floodwaters from the

5m

ravine in case of floods, and also collect rainwater through
a

4m

a

a

4m

a

its leaves. Chañars are also aesthetically interesting trees,
with a bark that peels off when they become adult trees, and
small leaves that provide a soft shade.

Figure 35. Section (transverse) diagram of the retention ponds
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5m

5m

5m

5m

5m

5m

5m

5m

Figure 36. Diagram of the root system & sprouting of Geoffroea
decorticans

Figure 37. Diagram of the chañar woodland & location of the gabion
protection for trees

In addition, the fruit of the chañar has local importance and
is part of the Atacama region’s cultural identity. According to
locals, the legend is that if you try the fruit of the chañar, you
will stay in Atacama. The fruit is also used for food. Arrope

50cm
50cm
GABION

is a syrup made with only the chañar fruit, and is commonly
used in deserts. Its preparation is linked to local knowledge
from native communities. The fruit is also used to make alcohol, and more recently to make beer. Other uses of the fruit
are related to fodder, while the wood is used in carpentry.
The design decision that shaped the chañar woodland is
shown in figure 37. Figure 38 shows the tree protection made
of gabion.
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Figure 38. Diagram of the individual tree protection (gabion) that doubles
as sitting element.
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Program

needs. Nevertheless, when possible, they actively engage in
bottom-up initiatives for the creation of these spaces, such as

The site design is focused on transforming the landscape us-

a community building that is under construction.

ing nature-based and low-tech elements, in order to improve
flood safety. In addition, these interventions compose a flex-

When referring to his dreams for the camp, interviewee 1a

ible recreation network that allows inhabitants and visitors

noted ”…A football field for the kids, to make a little park…

to tour the ravine and connect to the river, having complete

to leave people, for instance, a little tree with a table, bar-

and continuous access to the riverscape. This network also

becues, so people can come and share a barbecue during

connects to the existing settlements and provides a place for

the weekend or for the 18th (18th of September, National

three distinctive programs: sports facilities, community build-

Holiday)”. (1a) Even though many expressed similar dreams,

ing, barbecue area (Figure 39).

emphasizing the importance of the legacy for future generations, most of them were not specific about it. This poses a

The definition of these programs responds firstly to the needs

question regarding the interviewee’s agency and how (or if)

of the informal settlers, providing a space for sports activities,

they perceive they can induce a change in their environment

community events, and social gatherings. Informal settlers

with their actions. This aspect will be addressed later on the

expressed their wish to have spaces for community bonding,

discussion section.

but they also referred to the impossibility of this because of

Community
building

BBQ place

COpia

pó Rive
r

Sports facilities
Football & rayuela

Melend

ez

ra

vi

ne

Figure 39. Proposed program for the urban-rural border
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to extreme floods is evaluated through a flood safety se-

7.3. TESTING & ADJUSTMENTS

quence (Figure 40) in which a “safe fail” is considered. This
way, every part of this mechanism for flood safety works
as part of a system and not in isolation, which improves its

The testing of the site design is based on two aspects: response to extreme floods and dealing with informality. The
testing is conducted keeping in mind that the thesis mainly
uses a qualitative approach, with emphasis on local knowledge over expert knowledge. Firstly, the capacity to respond

flexibility in case one of the parts fails. Secondly, how the
design deals with informality, is addressed by analyzing the
flexibility of the design to respond to the transformation of
the informal settlement over time, giving room to new dwellings if necessary (Figure 41 & 42), or expanding to absorb old
ones (Figure 43).

1
1st RETENTION POND
Catches debris coming
from upstream

2
2nd RETENTION POND
Water storage & controlled flood

3
FLOODPLAIN WOODLAND
Areal flood decelerated
by woodland

4
LEVEE
Ultimate defence in
case of extreme flood

Figure 40. Test 1 - Diagram of flood sequence
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Figure 41. Existing urban grid of Luis Uribe camp

Figure 42. Test 2 - Plan of informal/formal urban growth in relation to
the site design

STARTING SITUATION
Figure 43. Test 2 - Plan of informal urban shrinkage in relation to the
site design

Legend
Relocation of dwellings
Gained space for remaining informal settlers

+ YEARS

+++ YEARS

Legend
Former informal settlements transformed into a green area
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These tests were useful to confirm the relevance and fea-

b. Double retention ponds (Figure 45 & 46). The circular

sibility of the site design, and also to make adjustments to

shape of the ponds is maintained, but the water inlets and

it, specially regarding the detail designs. While the overall

outlets are adjusted to improve water flow and avoid local-

design was maintained, the specificities of these adjustments

ized erosion.

are shown next:

Allows areal
flood into
woodland

2st pond
Storages
water

v1st pond
Filters
debris

a. Levee. The slope of the levee is increased so it is perceived
as a border to the settlement (Figure 44), except in specific
areas were it is necessary to have easier access. The slope
facing the ravine is softened to provide space for scrubs and
trees that require maximum sun exposure.
Urban settlement

2

Melendez ravine

3

5m

1
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a

4m

a

Figure 45. Diagram of the retention ponds

5m

Retention pond

Urban settlement

1
a

4m

a

5m
a

5m
< 2a

4m

4m

a

4m

a

a

4m

4m

a

4m

a

4m

a

2

a
5m

a

5m

> 2a

4m

a

3

a
5m

5m

a
> 2a

4m

a

4m

Figure 46. Section (transverse) diagram of the retention ponds

Figure 44. Section (transverse) diagram of the levee’s variations

c. Woodland. The woodland area is maintained, except for
adjustments to the tree planting and gabion protection.
c.1. Tree planting. The distance between chañar (Geoffroea
decorticans) trees is maintained (5m), but some spaces are
introduced, and the perimeter line of Schinus molle is eliminated (Figure 45). In addition, a micro-catchment is implemented for every tree, to harvest more water, especially
during the first years after planting.
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Figure 45. Diagram of the new density of chañarales

c.2. Gabion protection. Originally the gabion protection was
designed to protect individual Chañar trees from potential
floods during its first years, and constitute resting areas
when the trees are grown. However, this decision is bulky
and too invasive. Instead, I opted for a similar element that
protects a small group of trees instead of just one (Figure 47).
This solution keeps the protective quality of the gabions, but
improves its impact overtime. Following this strategy, when
the trees are grown, they will constitute a series of pocket
parks, big enough to harbor small groups of people during
social gatherings such as picnics.

50cm
50cm

Figure 47. Diagram of the tree protection that doubles as sitting element.
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Figure 48. Site design Melendez Ravine during autumn
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Research and design are a constant learning process, so these

Legend
Chañarales

adjustments reflect some of the most important changes to
the original site design. The same way, the design could be

Scrubland

improved if it undergoes further testing. The testing and iter-

Espinales

ation on a regional scale was not conducted, mainly due to

Flood water

data limitations. However the site design does provide enough
information to get a better understanding of broader issues

Path

of flood safety and informality that will be address in the

Urban area

discussion section. Taking that into consideration, the latest
iteration resulted in the following design.

A
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Figure 49. Section A
POCKET PARK

RETENTION EDGE

Figure 50. Uses of gabion as part of the landscape intervention
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7.4 DETAILS
Gabions
Gabions were previously introduced as protection for the
most flood-exposed trees of the woodland. I propose to use
this element that normally serves technical purposes in river
canalization, to compose the urban furniture of the intervention. Gabions are present in three forms in the ravinescape:
tree protection, pocket park, and retention edge. The first
function has been explained in the previous section, and the
remaining ones ar shown in figure 50.
Vegetation
As pointed out in section 7.1 on the Regional Approach, the
re-greening of the ravine, as part of the ravinescape approach, contributes to increase water retention in the ravine
bed, improving flood safety and therefore the resilience of
the design. In order to achieve this, the choice of species is
fundamental.
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CHAÑARALES

Image 31. Chañarales from the levee - Shaded route for neighbors of the nearby settlements and visitors.

Image 32. Chañarales during floods - Neighbors and visitors can contemplate the rare spectacle from a safe place.

The selection and composition of trees and scrubs for the site

teristics were addressed previously, but it is relevant to add

design, brings together local knowledge – expressed through

that I designed chañarales to be a permanent forest. Even

the informal settler’s utopias – and my knowledge as a de-

though the term permanent can be argued against, the idea

signer. The three main vegetation types are: scrubland, espi-

behind this woodland is that it is both used against floods and

nales and chañarales.

to compose a productive landscape. This means that the fruit
is intended for collection, but the tree itself is not cut down

a. Chañarales

during this process. Because of its fast growth (app. 5 years),
it could be advisable to partially cut it down in the future, to

As explained in section 7.2, sub section c on woodland,

avoid it becoming too dense for visitors and fruit collectors to

chañar is the common name for the tree species Geoffroea

access it. In that case, the wood could be sold and used for

decorticans. Like Acacia caven, this tree grows either isolated

carpentry.

or as part of a group, called chañarales. The specific charac72
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Image 33. Chañarales - The quirkiness of the chañar makes a composition that contrasts the harshness of the desert landscape. Neighbors can collect
chañar fruits for the preparation of local food and drinks.
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SCRUBLAND

Image 34. Scrublands - Both the levee and the ravine bed can be used as recreation routes.

Image 35. Scrubland during floods.
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Image 36. Scrubland during night - The openness of the landscape allows the contemplation of the starry desert sky.

b. Scrubland

c. Espinales

Informal settlers referred to the abundant vegetation in past

Espino is the Chilean name for the tree species Acacia caven,

decades, usually close to watercourses, emphasizing the now

native of the north and center of the country. This tree can

scarce flora and fauna, especially birds. As addressed in sec-

grow in isolation, but when it grows in groups, they are called

tion 4.1 on Vulnerable Desert Landscape, native vegetation

espinales. Espinos have a very distinctive seasonality, dis-

in this area, presumably the one the interviewees referred to

playing yellow flower during spring, and they can withstand

is namely desert scrub that composes the scrubland. This is

different water and soil conditions, as long as they are ex-

the predominant vegetation cover for the intervention, since

posed to sunlight. They grow slowly, but can resist even if

it grows spontaneously given the right conditions and doesn’t

cut down or when exposed to fires. Also, their wood is valu-

need maintenance. While this species doesn’t provide shade,

able for different uses, as well as their fruit. Because of its

they display an interesting variety of colors and shapes, com-

characteristics, I conceived espinales as an ephemeral wood-

posing a messy but interesting scene.

land: they are planted, grow to reach adulthood in three times
the time it takes for chañares, and are then cut down to use
the wood. Each cycle can take up to 15 or 20 years, but it
only needs to be planted once since it regenerates.
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ESPINALES

Image 37. Espinales - During spring espinos, as well as other scrubland species, display yellow flowers.

Image 38. Espinales during floods.
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Image 39. Espinales - Adult espinos can provide shade for neighbors and visitors during walks along the ravine

In addition to the three main vegetation covers, there are five
species that I selected for the site design, as explained in
table 5 and 6.
Table 6. Characteristics of trees and its landscape use
Latin name

Common name

Characteristics

Landscape use

Prosopis chilensis

Chilean mesquite, algarrobo

max h= 10m

Standing alone

Geoffroea decorticans

Chañar

max h= 5m

Woodland

Schinus molle

False pepper tree

max h= 10m

Grove

Acacia caven Molina

Espino, Roman Cassie

max h= 3m

Woodland

Salix humboldtiana Willd

Humboldt’s willow

max h= 15m

Small groups by the riverside

Table 7. Blossoming of trees

SUMMER

AUTUMN

WINTER

SPRING

D J F MAM J J A S ON
Geoffroea decorticans
Schinus molle

Legend
Fruit
Bloom

Acacia caven
Salix humboldtiana
Prosopis chilensis
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8 D IS C U S SI O N & R ECO M M EN DATION S
8.1 DISCUSSION

tlements along the Copiapó River valley, in order to confirm if

This thesis is based on the use of local knowledge for land-

there are similarities among them, and up to what point a cer-

scape design principles towards flood safety in the Copiapó

tain local knowledge is related to a particular hazardscape.

River valley, located in the Chilean Atacama Desert. By retrieving local knowledge about flood safety, mainly from in-

Overall, the design responds to a specific context, as part of a

formal settlers, I set the basis for a series of resilience mod-

broader approach. Even though there are several alternatives

els. These models were evaluated and translated into design

to increase flood safety in the area, the value of this design is

principles that served as the basis for a regional approach

that it is mainly based on local knowledge. The design, along

along the valley. The design was later applied to a specific

with the recommendations, allows me to retrieve the local

case study, in order to test the relevance of the approach in

knowledge of the settlers along the Copiapó River valley.

a specific context, and get a better understanding on the use
of local knowledge for landscape design.

Local knowledge for landscape design

The findings support the fruitfulness of local knowledge from

Through the use of local knowledge for planning and de-

informal settlers to landscape design for flood safety. The

sign processes, locals can actively engage in shaping their

main findings are:

landscape. Worldwide, participatory and community-based
processes, such as public consultation and participatory de-

Mixed methods to retrieve local knowledge

sign (see Image 40), are being used for this purpose. Still,
in Chile, often the planning, design and implementation of

The chosen methods allowed me to grasp the complexities of

projects in public space doesn’t involve participatory or com-

local knowledge. Interviews were planned as the main meth-

munity-based processes. Moreover, public participation is

od, providing unfiltered knowledge from the source. Although

commonly relegated to an informative phase of the projects,

they were intended to cover flood-coping strategies and the

with no meaningful impact in the outcome.

reasons behind their informality, to respond to the research
questions, interviews revealed other information that was
crucial for the thesis. First, they shed some light into the dynamics within the informal settlement, and how they relate
to formal settlers. Second, interviews revealed the dreams
and desires of informal settlers for their neighborhood and
their landscape. This knowledge contributed to shape the design beyond initial expectations.
Observation allowed me to use my personal knowledge and
critical view to understand the informal settlement and the
landscape of the Copiapó River valley, beyond the initial
scope of the interviews. It also served to confirm the knowledge retrieved from interviews.
The methods proved to be suitable to the research, also allowing a flexibility to the process. It could have been valuable
to conduct interviews and observation in other informal set78

Image 40. Community during a session of participatory design for a
square. Credits Mi Parque
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fore policies and planning instruments that only rely on the

based disaster risk reduction (CBDRR), which challenges top-

knowledge of formal settlers would ignore such aspects and

down approaches that fail to recognize their local realities

won’t be able to provide a comprehensive aaproach.

(Coates, 2017). By relying on their own resources and focusing on empowerment and raising awareness, they engage

Territorial inequality and planning instruments

in a transformative action that could potentially address the
causes of their vulnerability. Informal settlers’ knowledge is

Chile is the second most unequal country in the OECD, after

key to comprehensively understand vulnerability in relation to

Mexico (OCDE Territorial Reviews Chile, 2009). This inequality

a hazardscape, and effectively address flood safety through

is not only socio-economic, but also territorial, and, as ad-

context specific landscape interventions.

dressed in the theoretical framework, inequality is one of the
root causes of vulnerability. Chile’s geography plays an im-

More specifically, I noted that informal settlers in the Copiapó

portant role in the exploitation of resources (i.e. mining north-

River valley coped with recent floods by relying on their own

ern Chile) and its distribution (i.e. lack of transport route that

resources, and support networks. While they displayed a very

connects the country from north to south), and that in turn af-

limited repertoire of flood-coping strategies, based mainly on

fects the development of certain places over others, and the

individual adaptation, their strength relies on the community,

lives of its inhabitants. But the presence of resources, such

and the strong sense of belonging and empowerment that

as the case with copper deposits in Tierra Amarilla, doesn’t

it provides. But the community’s existence depends on the

necessarily secure a region’s development. Interviewee 4b

leadership of a few individuals, without whom the sense of

bluntly stated: “[The mining company] is in our land, but pays

community might be hindered. These leaders within the in-

all the taxes in Copiapó and disposes off all the fumes from

formal settlement are the most local form of (informal) gov-

the chimneys in Tierra Amarilla. So we are the back yard [of

ernment, and the ones who have the better understanding of

the mine] that receives all the industrial waste” (4b). This

the local reality.

quote summarizes the issue, by literally referring to Tierra
amarilla as the backyard of Copiapó, which emphasizes the

Informal settlers’ local knowledge is tightly linked to their

condition of second-class city of Tierra Amarilla as mostly

experiences; therefore the different generations of informal

a productive and mining town. Another interviewee reflects

settlers perceive the hazardscape differently. In turn, this

about the same issue: “We, as Tierra Amarillanos (Tierra Am-

influences how they respond to risk and exert their agency

arilla inhabitants), we live in a mining camp. This is not the

within their means. They also acknowledge the impact of

township of Tierra Amarilla…We are being ignored and hurt

their actions to the community in the long term, and how

(pasados a llevar) by the mining companies” (1a). Interview-

that can become a legacy for future generations of informal

ee 1a uses the common Chilean expression of “pasados a lle-

settlers.

var” to refer to how the mining companies disregarded their
right to a safe environment, and polluted the air, among other

Overall, local knowledge from informal settlers recognizes

negative externalities of the mining process.

the shades of vulnerability, and most notorious aspects of the
hazardscape based on recent past experiences, but neglects

Although current legislation regulates mining and its impact

larger-scale aspects such as connectivity or urban patterns.

on the environment, with tools such as environmental impact

In contrast, formal settlers have a better understanding of

studies, the local reality is that a considerable amount of the

bigger processes that influence floods. They also understand

mines currently operating are older than those regulations,

the general dynamics of informal settlers but seem to neglect

and therefore they don’t comply with it. These studies are

more specific dynamics such as the re-sale of houses. There-

required by law, but funded by the mining companies them79
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Adding to this, disaster studies introduce the community

selves, which raises questions regarding their possible bias.

This emphasizes the lack of agency of the local government,

Unlike mining projects, infrastructure projects for flood safety

and the power of economical actors, namely mining compa-

do not require an environmental impact study, even though

nies.

they can also have an intense impact on the landscape.
While inhabitants tend to blame solely the mining companies
Currently, the most noticeable impact of mining is the air pol-

for their distress, the reality is that the problem rises from a

lution caused by the particulate matter of the tailings. An in-

more complex dynamic of private and public actors, and the

terviewee addresses this issue by saying: “If you climb a hill

laws and regulations that shape their actions. Mining com-

and look down, you can’t see Tierra Amarilla, it looks blurry…

panies are just one of the many powerful private actors in

What do kids have in their lungs! ... Mining companies want to

Chile’s neoliberal economy. Similar issues can be observed

solve these issues that they are causing with a bag of candy

worldwide, for instance, with the palm oil industry and its

[for the kids]” (1a). This interviewee refers to air pollution

impact in the rainforest. The issue at hand is the weakness

as part of their everyday environment as citizens of Tierra

or inexistence of planning instruments and policies that regu-

Amarilla. Like him, several referred to the same issue, and

late the effects of those economic activities on the landscape

the impacts it has had on their landscape and their health.

(Figure 49) beyond the interests of private actors.

The quote also touches upon paternalistic dynamics between
mining company and informal settlers. Another interviewee

In addition, in Chile, there is no institutional framework for

adds: “The mining companies became the government’s sub-

an integrated watershed management. This means that not

stitute in a way, but I think the responsibility [of dealing with

only is there a policy gap, with landscape units, such as river

the community’s problems] belongs to the government” (5b).

basins, not being managed as a whole, but there is also an

Institutions involved in flood mitigation works

Planning & policy instruments

Ministry of

Ministry of Housing &

Regional Plan for Urban Devel-

Public Works MOP

Urbanism MINVU

opment PRDU

Hydraulic Works

Water

Intercity Regulatory Plan

DOH

DGA

PRI
Exists, but only for
Atacama

coastal areas

Regional Government

Municipality

Township Regulatory Plan

of Tierra Amarilla

PRC

Policy gap
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Section Plan
PS

Works for flood mitigation on public space

Urban Limit
LU

Figure 49. Overview of governmental institutions involved in flood mitigation works and planning and policy instruments that regulate those works.
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crease the impact of floods along the riverside settlements).

current prioritization of political-administrative divisions over

The ravinescape approach conceived as a regional strategy

landscape-based ones neglects to acknowledge the complex-

is possible through site-specific interventions that respond to

ities of the landscape and its processes, the peculiarities of

local realities. By doing so, the design becomes valuable to

the communities inhabiting it, and causes unforeseen issues

locals, increasing its success over time.

to appear from beyond administrative borders. I argue that
there is a need for locally targeted policies, along regional

As discovered through the exploration of resilience models,

policies that would tackle deeper issues, such as inequality.

the most efficient solution for flood safety is not necessarily
in line with the everyday need of locals, which reasserts the

While there are several sources of public funding for projects,

need for the use of local knowledge for a site-specific inter-

and actors involved, there is no connection between them,

vention. Local knowledge recognizes both the current situa-

tending to work in parallel instead of working towards the

tion of the landscape and its inhabitants, and acknowledges

same goal. This is due to the silo thinking predominant in gov-

what could be, categorized in section 5.3 as utopias.

ernmental institutions. In addition, Municipalities, which act
in the local scale, and should be the institutions that better
understand the locals’ situation, are the ones with the least
agency and resources for the implementation of projects targeting flood safety. This relates back to the predominant topdown approach, and its incapacity to recognize local realities,
which ignores the connectedness of flooding issues and hinders the robustness of solutions derived from them.
An important aspect of the contribution of this thesis is the
focus on “backyard cities”, medium to small in size, but with
a distinctive character, resulting partly from their productive
nature. Because of their modest population, they don’t demand the same attention as other more notorious cities, even
though its inhabitants might be equally or even more vulnerable. Adding to this, the informality of the settlements makes
monitoring and planning difficult with a merely technical approach, reasserting the need to use local knowledge and rely
on the local community for planning processes.
Regional relevance of site-specific interventions
Specific interventions are not enough solution for on the watershed scale, but they are solutions for specific problems,
while regional interventions tackle the causes of broader
issues. Nevertheless, as the site design suggests, a series
of specific interventions in a ravine, could have an impact
that goes beyond its immediate surroundings (i.e. it could de81
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institutional one, with no overarching water institution. The
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Landscape as the frame for planning and policy instru-

8.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

ments
As address during the discussion section, the integrated
watershed management it is not a new approach. On the

The discussion presented in the previous section outlined the
main findings from the research and design process, emphasizing the contributions of local knowledge for landscape design and flood safety. Based on that discussion, I elaborated
the following recommendations:

contrary, it has been tested and implemented in several
countries. And while its implementation could be extremely
beneficial for Chile, it is a big leap from the current situation. Considering the integrated watershed management as
the ultimate goal, I suggest that a first step towards that
could be to focus on smaller scale landscape units, such as

Planning for informality: coexistence of informality and
formality
Informal settlements have been present for centuries, and
probably will continue to be, because they respond to issues
that are intrinsic to human society. However, the response
of society and authorities to its existence varies according to
different aspects, such as culture and tradition, land value,
politics, or the existence of resources. In the face of this,

ravines. The site design set an example for such a scale, with
a ravine that defines a basin that is local enough to be part of
a township, and therefore being subject to local regulations
(when in place). By focusing on such a landscape unit, and
its connections to broader ones, an integrated management
could still be possible over time, while also increasing the
agency of local institutions, such as municipalities, within the
broader institutional framework.

planning and policy instruments need to recognize both the
weaknesses and strengths of informal settlements, in order
to set the guidelines for their coexistence with formal settlements. Landscape design in particular, can provide specific
tools that spatially shape and revalorize this coexistence, for
instance, by defining the borders of urban expansion or limiting the presence of dwellings in hazardous locations with a
landscape intervention.

Added value of infrastructure projects
The final recommendation relates specifically to landscape
design interventions. As addressed in the discussion section,
there is a compartmentalization of initiatives for flood safety,
with infrastructure projects considered as a structural part
of the solution. While this might be the case, the fact is that
infrastructure projects are costly; they need expert knowledge and qualified workforce for its implementation, and take

Local and expert knowledge for landscape design towards flood mitigation
This thesis explored a radical local-knowledge-based approach for landscape design towards flood safety. While this
is a relevant approach to answer the design and research
questions and address the defined objectives, it is only a part
of the complex equation needed to address flood safety issues. Local knowledge, serves to ground interventions for
flood safety, providing an understanding of the local reality,
people’s agency and what drives them. In addition, expert
knowledge serves to address technical issues, but mainly to
understand the broader picture, which locals might sometimes ignore. Their combination, although complex, could result in more resilient landscape design towards flood safety.
82

time to plan and fund. Landscape designs for flood mitigation
share part of these constrains, but bring to the table added
value that can have a bigger and more positive community and environmental impact. A levee can become a scenic
walk, an alluvial pool can become a pond for recreation, a
retention wall could be a riverside boardwalk, or floodplain
woodland could be an extra source of income. The intertwine
of technology and nature based solutions could contribute to
the revalorization of the landscape (figure x – visualization
before & after of levee), especially in desert areas such as
Atacama, where inhabitants often miss the nuance and value
of the landscape they inhabit.
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Image 19. A street in the town of Copiapó, close to the Copiapó River, after the 2015 flood and mudflow. Credits Ivan
Alvarado (Reuters)

Images

Image 20. Canalization of the Copiapó River in Tierra Amarilla on January 2018, part of a technocratic approach

Image 0. (Cover page). Credits Author
Image 1. Skytanthus acutus. Credits Chilebosques
Image 2. Atriplex deserticola in the Interior Mediterranean
Desert Scrub. Credits Chileflora
Image 3. Heliotropium sinuatum. Credits Chileflora
Image 4. Calandrina longiscapa, commonly found in ravines
Image 5. Desert Bloom. Credits Hilda Miranda
Image 6. Copiapó River valley n/d. Credits National Congress
library.
Image 7. Farmer in Tierra Amarilla circa 1960. Credits Identidad Fotográfica
Image 8. Women walking on the Copiapó riverside, with the
town of San Antonio on the background, circa 1915. Credits
Identidad Fotográfica
Image 9. Family at the Copiapó River in Los Loros circa
1960.
Credits Identidad Fotográfica
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